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ASDEX Upgrade Project Proposal 
Appli~etion for EURATOM Preferential Support 
Ph.? se I I 
J. Introauction 
The nepos for and the justification of an ASDEX Upgrade 
(ASDEX UG) as a follow-up experiment to ASDEX were described 
In the application for EURATOM Preferential Support Phase I 
/1, 2/. The objective of ASDEX UG is to investigate the 
problems relating to tokamak divertor physics and the 
boundary layer of hot plasmas which cannot be covered 
otherwise by either ASDEX or other EUROPEAN tokamaks, 
including JET, but whose investigation is indispensabl~ for 
NET and INTOR /3/. The ASDEX UG project extends the ASDEX 
poloidsl divertor experiment in essentlally two Clirections: 
With regard to the poloidal configuration and with regard to 
the plasma parameters. 80th are necessary in order to meet 
reactor requirements. 
ASDEX has shown that i t I s at least the closea poloidal 
divertor which has clearly the potential to guide the 
particle and energy f1uxes in a way to the material 
environment in which impurity sources are sufficiently 
reduced so that cleön pl?smfls can be produced even for 
megawatt heating powers. This identifies the possibility to 
sufficiently reduce the wal] erosion of fusion reactors by 
sputtering which would otherwise be unflcceptable. 
The configuration of ASDEX UG Is changed as compared with 
ASDEX. This is aue to the requirement that all poloidal 
field (PP) coils (ire located outside the toroidal fieJd (TF) 
magnet. This leads to a highly elongated D-shaped plasma 
with an "open" divertor, whlch aoes not allow to close the 
divertor chamber by such simple means as in ASDEX. The 
elongated plasma is vertically unstable and provisons have 
to be taken to stabilize the plasma. As shown in the INTOR 
study, this is the only configuration which promises 
sufficient reactor potential, and therefore an experimental 
investigation of these problems is mandatory. 
The plasma parameters are extended in order to ensure a 
sufficiently high plasmfl density and temperature and a 
reactorlike energy flux density from the plasma, whieh in 
this eBse is provided by suffieient auxiliary heating. 
Enhaneing the plasma current of ASDEX UG by up to a factor 
of ~ as compared to ASDEX mckes it possible to both increase 
the ] ine density ~nd the temperature ot the poloid~l 
(3-Jimit by about a factor of :. 
! 
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Calculation of double null (DN), single null (SN) and 
1 imi ter controlled (L) configurations have . produced SN 
configurations which are very similar to L configurations 
with respect to the multipole currents required. Th~se are 
both in contrast to the DN configuration which requires 
higher multipole currents • 
. ' 
The technical concept as originally defined by the 
so-called reference system /1/ was developed further during 
the last year. Recent results and a better understanding of 
the divertor function, the plasma boundary layer and the 
poloidal field geometry allowed modifications to be made 
which 1ed to great simp1ifications /2/. 
Using the experience of competent manufacturers, it was 
possible to make sure that the technical solution and design 
concepts of major components are feasible. 
In the following section 2, the aims of ASDEX UG are 
repeated briefly and the essentia] features and parameters 
of the tokamak system are summarized. The concept described 
is the result of a continuous and iterative optimization 
procedure and it is to be regarded es the simplest, smallest 
and ]east expensive system with respect to the aims and 
physical and technical boundary conditions. The summary of 
section 2 includes an overview of the tokamak design, the 
time schedule of design end construction concluding with the 
estimated investment cost and manpower required. 
In section 3 the tokamak system components are treated. 
The circuits and energy supply for the different electrical 
components are described in section 4. 
Auxiliary heating requirements and methods are discussed 
in section 5. Section h presents a survey over the periphery 
of the tokamak system including preparation of the building 
and radiation shielding. Section 7 outlines the physical 
programme. Section A is devoted to diagnostics. Finally, the 
principal concepts for control, data acquisition and 
handling are out] ined in section 9. 
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? Summpry of the Asdex UG Proj~ct Proposal 
2.1 Definition of the C'oncept 
? 1 • ] Th e 0 im s 
The oims of i"SDEY UG cover essentiCllly all plpsm? 
boundary ond first WAU prohl ems which c0n be investigated 
by discharges without thermonuclear he~ting. In particuli3r 
they encompass: ... 
(a) the study of plasma boundary problems of Cl fusion 
reactor associated with the 
tr~nsfer of the energy flux to the walls; 
control of wall-produced impurities; 
investigation of the helium pumping prob]PMi 
(h) the utilizCltion of the improved impurity and plasme 
density control of divertor configur?tions 
(c) 
to study the confinement properties of clean, 
separatrix-hound plasmas in the hiqh-current regime; 
to study ]ong pulses and current drive; 
the provision of asound besis for the 
on t h e NE T c 0 n c e pt , i n pa r t i c u 1 ? r 
lir:liter soJ ution suffices or vlhether 
needed and how i t has to be desigm>·d. 
final dE'C i sion 
whether ? pump 
? divertor is 
Plasm? boundary layer stucies should compare different 
promising solutions for the energy tr?nsfer and impurity 
balance problems like 
high-density scr2pe-off 
tClrqet plotes by 2-
rec yc 1 i ng ; 
l.sye r wi th 
zone of 
protection of the 
intensive locelized 
e hot bound?ry layer in front of a 10w-Z-c02ted pump 
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limiter teking the major fraction of the 
with neerly unattanuated sputtering but 
small irnpurity confinement time; 
energy flux, 
sufficiently 
a radiation zone formed by ~ saturated concentration of 
medium-Z impurities forming a protective cold plasma 
mantle in front of limjter and walls ("photosphere"); 
.' 
~nc examine whether ? high enough neutra] helium density can 
be 2chieved in the pumping chamber of a poloidcl divertor 
2nd e toroio?l pump limjter for efficient ash removal. 
Passively stabilizing elements inside tho m~in field 
coils and active feedback on PF coils outside the toroidcl 
field coi1s will be provided to test and demonstrate the 
control needs of a divertor and toroieal pump limiter. This 
stabilizing method shal1 be optimized in conjunction with 
configurational changes, in perticular the triangular 
distortion. • 
The favourable properties of 8 poloidal divertor 
demonstrated by f.SDEX sh?-ll be uti1 iz€fl ('Iso for a study of 
plasma confinement, heating and current drive. In 
particular, we will pursue the studies of the so-called H 
regime found in ASDEX into the regime of plasma currents, 
densities and temperatures allowing a comparison with the 
results of non-divertor flevices like JET, TFTR and 
T0RE-SUPRA. The parameter space may be extended this way 
into confinement regimes inaccessible or difficult to re?-ch 
for limiter-bounn devic€s. The understending of the basic 
atures of these regimes may, hopefully, also benefit the 
pump limiter concept ~nd even indicete a way for real izing 
i t . 
Theories end experiment for extremely 10ng pulse or 
current drive scenarios indiccte the irnportence of a control 
of plasr.1a ?nd impurity nensity li'ke can best be achieved in 
a divertor tokarn2k. Py having (from power supp1y and cooling 
of TF Clnd PF coils) the potential for pulse lengths of 
sever2l minutes for plasma currents in the renge of present 
ASDEX velues ( SOG kl» f..f)['EX UG sholild serve as test bed for 
further such studies. 
2.1.2 Requirements and Definition of the Concept 
The D-sh2pt'C plClsmc producer: by muJtipole coils outside 
the 1F m2gnet rrouires a v~rticF1Jy elongeted V2cuum chamber 
in order to incorpor8te divertor structure ann target plates 
in addition to the D-shaped plasm~. D-shsped TF coils werE 
the appropriate choicc to fit the ch~mher 2nn to facilitate 
forCE: support. 
'!'he rcQuired pli'sm? pi"r2mpters, AS described in the 
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applicat.ion for EURA'J'OM prlority support phase 1/1/, of nea 
= 7.!=i"10'9m-'l., in ordE:r to provide for Cl sufficiently dense 
plasma boundary, and Cl sufficiently high plasma temperature 
in order to model the gradient <T>/a in the boundary layer, 
lead, for the critical density limit, to a certain minimum 
ratio of the megnetic field on axis over the aspect ratio. 
The choice of a reactor-like average density n = 2.2 ~ ]020 rn-~, ?s deduced from reactor studies, yielded ~ small plasma 
radius of a = 0.50 m. The line density, temperature and 
gradients of the plasma boundary should thus be reactor-like 
even representing the binary collision properties in the 
radial dimension. ASDEX UG is by this choice only slightly 
bigger in dimension than ASDEX. 
The multipole coil system symmetrie to the torus 
equatorial plane allows to produce poloidal flux 
configurations which extend from double null (DN) to ",single 
null (SN) and limiter (L) controlled configurations. Figure 
2.1 shows poloidal flux surfaces for the three typical cases 
including the multipole currents for a plasma current of I = 
1 MA. The total ampere turns of the multipole field system 
differ little between the single null and limiter 
configuration. The double null, however, requires about 
three times as much for equal plasma current. All 
configurations are vertically unstable, the driving force 
close to the plasma and feedback control of the multipole 
currents shall stabilize the plasma. 
The attainable plasma currents and their duration which 
ultimately determine the attainable critical density and 
temperature - at the poloidaJ beta limit differ between 
the three configurations. They are limited by several 
constraints: by the stresses exerted in the TF coils, by the 
poloidal field components, by the OH flux swing and the 
generator power supply. The limiting values are discussed 
further below. 
For providing the reactor-like power flux density in the 
plasma boundary of ('V 0.3 MW/mZ.·, an auxiliary heating power 
of 12 MW is required into the plasma. Several heating 
methods are being investigated. However, preference is given 
to 2. harmonie ICRH for several reasons given in ref. /l/. 
The heating power needed for reaching the poloidal beta 
limit at the critical density depends on the yet unknown 
energy confinement properties of the hot ASDEX UG plasma. 
Appl ying the A.LCATOR seal ing, the BaI timore (oc Ip) H 
discharge sca1ing and finally the Baltimore scaling in the L 
discharge regim~ yield for the heating power 7.5 MW, 8.7 MW 
and 17 M'~J for reaching these limits. This inoicates that the 
12 MW power or the 0.3 M~T/m·l.. power flux dE'nsity are an 
appropriate value in accordance with experimental findings. 
This power should be ovaiJable for relevent parameters up 
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to 10 seconds. The vacuum vessel was designed with respect 
to the ports to be compatible with all heating methods 
conceivable. Those are: ICRH, neutral injection heating, 
LHRH and ECRH. The antenna design and computation as weIl as 
the definition of a generetor development programme in 
industry has been started for 2. harmonie ICRH. The 
university of Stuttgart is exploring the possibility of 
-using ECRH. With regard to LHRH, positive results from ASDEX 
would be needed to put more effort into this heating method. 
A particle energy of 80 keV for perpendicularly injected 
neutral hydrogen, as required for central deposition at qp = 
7.5 -10 19 rn- a , leads to consider this heating method as fall 
back solution only. 
Although preference is given to ICRH, the experi~ental 
progress is carefully observed in the area of all heating 
methods mentioned and the technical requirements considered 
along the design of the P,SDEX UG tokamak system. The 
decision on the proper heating method does not need to be 
taken prior to the end of 1984. 
Beside the physical requirements and constraints the size 
and ~agnetic field of ASDEX UG were deter~ined by the choice 
of 25 MAlm average current density in the water-cooled 
copper conductors of TF and PF coils for maximum excitation. 
The essential part of the optimization, as decribed in 
ref./l/, was to minimize the aspect ratio A. 
In table I, the basic machine dimensions and parameters 
.ere given. The v('Ilues are maximum values for each component. 
'~ble I: Main Plasma and Machine Parameters 
Large pl?sma radius 
Minor plasma radius 
Plasma height 
Plasma elongation 
Plasma aspect ratio 
PlasrnC'l current 
Toroidal magnetic field 
OH f 1 ux s"li ng 
Discharge duration 
(for I =0.5 MP,: 2 rnin) 












} C sec 
](! min 
Plasma Une density at I'" 
, - 2-den s i t Y 1 im i t (Ir 1 • t; M',) n e, 2 = 7 • 1:;. , 10m 
Äverage plasma temperature 
at density limit and 
and A-limit {I=l,h MP)T. = Te ?5 keV 
'--p 'P L 
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Peak plasma temperatures 
Max. power flux density 
to the walls Pw 





Table 11 deseribes the referenee modes of operation for 
DN, SN and L ineluding the diseharge durations attainable 
with the existing generator power supply. 
Table 11: The Operational Regimes of ASDEX UG 
Shearing stress limit on TF eoil 20 MP~ 
SN single null diseharge 
DN double null diseharge 
L limiter-operated diseharge 
CD long pulse (current drive) diseharge 
SN DN L CD 
-------------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
I' I I 
I,," So (/'t1,a,T) I 4.5 I 3.9 6.5 I , 
I I I I 
11' (tJl\.) I l.fi I 1.2 2 I 0.5 I 
'I I I 
Be (T) I 2.7 '3.25 3.25 I 1 I 
I I I' 
qC\.. I 2.2 I 3.5 2.1 I 2.f. I 
I' I I 
Tl) ( see) I 7 I 5 5 I 120 I 
I I I I 
-------------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
During the eoneeptual design of ASDEX UG the multipole 
field system turned out to be the limiting component because 
of its excessive power consumption. However, an optimization 
of the current distribution in the VI, V2 and V3 multipole 
field coils allowed to find a single null configuration, 
with the axis being shifted out of the equatorial plane, 
whieh differs little only in total multipole current from 
the limiter-controlled eonfiguration (Fig. 2.1). This seemed 
to prove that a single-null divertor tokamak is comparably 
suited for a reactor than an equally elongated limiter 
pI asma. 
However, the force load on the TF coils exerted by the 
poloidal field and hence the stresses turned out to differ 
considerably between SN on one side, and DN and L 
eonfiguration, on the other. The combination of symmetrie 
and antimetric forces in the SN case yielded critieal shear 
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stresses close to the central support region, which are 
strongly reduced under the antimetric load of the DN and L 
configuration. 
The at ta i nabl e to ro id al fi eId sand pI asma c ur ren ts are 
now, due to these shear stresses, defined by 110 • Bo ~ 4.5 MAT for the SN configuration. The safety factor q then 
determines the part'tcular value of 1-p and Bo • For q =. 2.2, 
a current of ~= l.~ MA can be realized. This is a ~20 per 
cent smaller value than anticipated in the supplement /2/ to 
the proposal for application for EURATOM priority support 
phase I. Since the 2 MA exceeded the physically required 
value anyway, the physical objective of ASDEX UG is still 
full y covered by ~= 1. f1 MA. 
Also the multipole field coils required ample support 
structure in order to balance the vertical forces. The ohmic 
heoting coils consisting of the central OH 1 transformer 
coil and two stray flux shaping coDs OH 2 and OH 3, '* were 
integrated into this support structure. 
Figure 2.' shows the design concept of ASDEX UG. It 
differs decisivley from ASDEX, although the dimensions are 
comparable, mainly by the following facts: a by a factor of 
1.4 increased toroidal field, a 2.5 to 4 times increased 
plasma current - mainly on account of a 2.5 times enlarged 
pl?sm8 cross-section, and the increased toroidal field - and 
finally by the measure to put the multipole and OH coils 
outside the TF coils. The required sizeable structure which 
leaves the minimum acceptable space for the required ports 
and openings, gives evidence of a - \vith respect to force 
balance - optimized design. 
2.2 Overview of the Design and the Components 
2.2.1 The Toroidal Field (TF) "'agnet 
The toroidal field magnet consists of Ih D-shaped coils 
whose straight wedge-shaped inner legs form a vault for 
central force support. A spherical steel shell structure is 
embedding the outer legs of the D in order to balance 
later?] forces like overturning moments. This structure has, 
in princjple, 1h-fold symmetry. Shear bolts connect the 
sectors of the support structure. The toroid?l field ripple 
at the plasma outer edge, produce~ by 1~ coils, does not 
exceed l.h per cent. 
The individual double pancake coil carries no casing. 
Three cooling channels in each conductor with a connection 
length of two windings allow steady-stöte excitation up to E 
o 
9 
= 3.0 T o.t Cl water vf'locity of 9 rn/sec. 
The vault support, first chosen in order to minimize the 
aspect r?tio, turned out to be necessary for smooth 
distribution of stresses produced by bending and twisting 
moments in the free. part of the coil due to the poloidal 
field cornponents o( the SN and DN configurations. 
The admissible machine parameters ~re determined by the 
stresses at the edge of the vault support. In the SN 
configuration torsion moments produce shearing stresses at 
the vault edge which are proportional to I p 0 B~. 
Limi ting those to !!!E:. 20 MPA regui res the al ready quoted 
operational regime of Ip . Bo ~ 4.5 MAT. 
In the DN configuration the combined bending end tensile 
stresses are limiting which show a more involved dependence 
on T"(I' and B", • But with the choice of I-p" Bo-=3.9 MJl..T a 
safe operational regime couldbe defined. The choice of the 
safety factor then determines the Bctual plasma current end 
toroidc>l field v~lues. Figure 2.3 sho~s the regime 
accessible within these stress limits for SN end DN 
discharges. The TF magnet stresses do not limit the Irand Po 
values for L discharges. 
The TF magnet is modular in octant symmetry. However, 
assembly and disassembly are determined by the vacuum vessel 
symmetry which consists of quadrants. The assembly concept 
is discussed in section 3.4. 
2.2.2 The Poloidal Field System 
The PF system (Fig. 2.2) consists of the ohmic heating 
(OH) system and the multipole (V) coil system. From the 
beginning the aim was not to concatenate TF and PF systems 
geometrically but to put all PF coils outside the TF magnet 
instead. Sophisticated coil conc~~ts were also discarded and 
simple water-cooled copper conductors chosen, wound with 
fibre glass tape and impregnated with epoxy resin. 
The OH coil system is composed of three coils, the 
central air core transformer coil 08 1 and two stray flux 
shaping coils CH 2 and OH 3. The stral field in the plasma 
region was thus reduced to B.s-::r.:=::d. JO- T in order to allow 
b rea kdown al ready f or 10 V loop vol tageA 'I'he OH 1 so 1 eno id is designed for a total fl ux swing of 'f'of-/= 9.5 Vsec. The 
ratio Ri/Ra 0.5 of the OH 1 radii keeps radial tensile 
stresses low. No force load ofthe TF coils acts on the OH 1 
cylinder because those are by the vault self-supporting. 
'I'he multipole field (V) ~oils are arranged symmetrically 
to the equatorial plane end dimensioned for the maximum 
required coil currents and 25 MA/m~ current density. 'I'heir 
position is optimized with regard to the plasma 
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eonfiguration and minimum coil eurrents and, henee, minimum 
po we rIo s ses. 
The radial forees are balanced by hoop stresses in all 
coils. The large vertieal forces, however, have to be taken 
up by a supporting frame with 16 radial beams, whieh 
embraees all coils • ., It requires a heavy steel bolt in its 
centre, through the bore of the OH I coil. The support bed 
for the coils has to provide sufficient area for vertical 
forces of up to 2.3 MN/rn for the V 1 coiI, 1 MN/rn for the 
V 2 and 0.5 MN/rn for the V 3 coil. 
The required multipole currents ean 
those necessary at high beta for equal 
avoid this excessive current load, the 
beta is simultaneously ramped up during 
exceed at low beta 
plasma eurrent. To 
plasma current and 
the heating phase. 
The multipole coil design considered the possibility of 
, . 
exehan~ing the multipole coils in the upper half by 
superconducting coils in a later stage of the experiment. 
The Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KFK) is presently 
starting a development project for supereonducting poloidsl 
field coils for ASDEX UG and TORE SUPRA. Both experiments 
should serve as realistie boundary conditions for such a 
development which is required for NET and other future 
devices. In case of ASDEX UG the discharge duration can then 
be extended because of the redueed power consumption of a 
tokamak system with supercondueting poloidal field coils. 
However, it should be emphasized that the physical programme 
of ASDEX UG can be carried through with normal conducting PF 
coils. 
2.2.? Vacuum Vessel and its Interior Structure 
The vacuum vessel system can be divided into the basic 
vessel structure, including ports, and into interior 
installt'ltion 'whieh serves severöl purposes. The bösic vessel 
system is symmetrie to the torus equatorial plane. According 
to the discharge programme (sec. 2.2.5), the first 
installation is designed for SN operation with the X-point 
in the lower half of the torus. 
The vaeuum ves~eI had to be adjusted to several 
requirements: to balance the force loads, especially by 
plasma disruptions, to provide suffieient toroidal 
resistance, to v:ithstand the power flux dcnsity from the 
plasma, to allow sufficient ports for pumping, heating and 
diagnosties and to ineorpor<'!te proper divertor strueture. 
The rigin steel v~ssel Is If.-fold polygonal with the edges 
being located under the TF eoO legs. It is devided by 4 






The disruption shearing forces of up to 0.7 
taken up by formlocked flange connections. The 
connection is protected from the plasma side 





B ports of O.i! x 0.8 m2.. in the equatorial plane 
smaller ports are ~oreseen. Since the original 
pumping of the divertor has been improved by 
ports of 0.25 m diameter in each divertor half 
A large part of the vessel surface is covered by an 
actively cooled heat shield. The first installation is 
adjusted to SN operation with X-point in the lower half of 
the torus. The target plates and shields are positioned to 
reduce the heat load nnd facilitate pumping. The structure 
in the upper half of the torus is designed to give room for 
the SN plasma opposite the x-point but to allow also for 
limited heat flux DN plasma configurations. 
.. 
Passive loops (Fig. 2.11) close to the plasma can 
vertically stabilize the plasma for up to about 200 m sec. A 
0.J5 m axial plasma shift produces a total load of 0.6 MN on 
the stabilizing conductors. Since the design considerations 
showed no clear solution up to now whether this force cen be 
supported by the vacuum vessel, 4 beams connected to the PF 
support frame through 4 large ports, Were chosen as a safe 
support concept. A development programme for heat shield and 
target pJates is presently being carried through with 
industry. It concerns the water-cooled stainless steel 
structure eventually covered by graphite plates or other 
material. 
An lCRH antenne system has been preliminarily designed 
and will be subject of aseparate proposal for EURATOM 
priority support on auxiliClry heating. This antenna system, 
consisting of Ih short single an~ennae, arranged in pairs at 
810cations along the toroid?] circumference, has been 
integrated into the vacuum vessel. Calcul?tions of both the 
antenna-to-plasma coupling end antenna matching end of the 
thermal ]02d on the antennae have shown that the 
requirements imposed can be met with this system. 
The divertor and the main chamber is pumped through 16 
ports which provide a pumping speed of 1500 l/s each. A 
10,000 J/s cryopump is installed at one main port for 
pumping vapours during glow discharge cleaning. The 
distribution of horizontal, vertical end inclined ports was 
designed compatibly with the diagnostic needs end in respect 
of the necessary TF coil support structure. 
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2.2.4 The Auxiliary Heating Concept 
A preliminary analysis of auxiliary heating has revealed 
following that the heating method should meet the 
requirements: 
central depos~tion within the plasma; 
edge heating of the plasma should be avoided; 
applicability in a wider plasma parameter range; 
Wr2 tuC.e. ); 
(e.g. 
high generator efficiencYi 
applicable from the low field side. 
ICRH at the 2. harmonie was found to be 
method which fits best these requirements, 
technically sufficiently developed and which 
successfully tested in heating plasmas up to 
power. 
the heating 
'" wh i ch i s 
has been 
MW heating 
The ICHH system of generators, transmitters and antennae 
shall be subject of aseparate application for preferential 
support. 
The frequency range 80 ~ f ~ 120 MHz is defined by the 
plasma parameter regime as determined by the toroidal field 
2. 7 ~ B ob4 T. This choice fits essentially an industrial 
development programme for ASDEX and W VII of 1.5 MW 
generator stages tuneable up to 100 MHz. The antennae 
calculated and designed for ASDEX UG compatibility with the 
vacuum vessel are described in Section 4.1. 
Ray tracing calculations have .. been carried through for 
cold and warm plasmas showing a good focussing of the wave 
fronts towards the plasma center location of the 2. 
harmonic resonance frequency - and absorption more or less 
localized at the center depending on the plasma temperature 
(Fig.2.n). 
The power of 12 MW is launched by 8 single antennae eaeh 
consi st i ng of two id e'1 t i c al d i po 1 es above and below the 
equatorial plane with apower capability of I MW per dipol€. 
Although ICHH was chosen as the appropriate heating 
method for ASDEX UG other heating methods hAve been 
considered AS fall back solutions. Care has been taken that 
the vacuum vessel and port openings are compatible with each 
of these methods. These are, in order of priority, 
neutral injection (NI) by hydrogen with a beam particle 
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energy of 80 keV per box, 2 NI boxes, 5MW per box, 
injection angle close to 90 deg. i 
LHRFI , 2.45 GHz, 40 cyc]otrons, 12 MW; 
1.0 
.-:3 EeRA, 2. hi=lrMOnic 150 GHz for Bi;? = 2.7 T, n ~~ ~ IO (!l 
] aunched from 'the low field si de. e 
Central power deposition by neutral injeetion heating 
requires for ",f:DEX UG at nci = 7.5.10''\ mG. hydrogen beams of 
80 keV partie]e energy. The JET neutral injeetion system 
would fit therefore the ASDEX UG needs. Two JET injeetion 
boxes of 5 MW power output eaeh eould be used. However , the 
poor overall effieieney of sources in this energy range 
would demand 40 MW input power for eaeh· box. The power 
fraetion in the low energy eomponents (40 keV, 27 keV) eould 
also lead to unaceeptable plasma edge heating. 
'. 
Helium injeetion at 40 keV partiele energy for heating 
would provide eonsiderably higher neutralization effieieney 
«\.150%) emd eause no ~oblems with partieles at low energy. 
The partiele flux of ~M ~ JO'5 sec I required for 10 MW 
heating pOvler, however, e..would lead to Cl replaeement of the 
hydrogen plasma by helium after about 2 seeonds, sinee the 
helium is not pumped by the walls. 
LARH for heating is restrieted to a limited parameter 
range beeause of fixed frequeney and density limits 
depending on the toroidaJ field value. No evident 
experimental results eneourage to ehoose this method 
although fortheoming results may change this situation. 
ECRH heating w{th the ordinary wave from the low field 
side is by its relative physiea1 simplieity an attraetive 
method; however, applicab1e for tJfJlLL.tJC'l- only. Seeond 
harmonie heating in ASDEX UG at the low toroidal fie1d limit 
Bo = 2.7 T requires Cl frequeney of f = 150 GHz. A 150 GHz 
gyrotron development programme is p1anned by EURATOM at 
present. The fixed frequency of the gyratron limits the 
parameter margin of the experiment eonsiderably in eontrast 
to the tuneable ICRH generators. 
2.2.5 Comments on the Discharge Programme 
The eonfigurational margin ana the paramE·ter regime have 
already been described in Seetion 2.J.2. The total number of 
discharges is limited by the design requirement of 20,000 
full load discharges and 1,000 hard disruptions. 
Hyd rogen has to be the fill ing g2'S for the majority of 
discharges. For the max imum temperature at the eritica1 
densi ty for If = 2 MA about 300 d ischarg e seconds in 
d euter i um wou1d be permi ssi bl e un ti 1 the activation of the 
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vessel structure would reduce the hands on time to cn 
unacceptable value. The neutron flux density for lp = 2 MA 
and full plasma parameters requires a shielding of 2.1 m 
thick concrete w~l]s and a ].P m thick e.g. wooden 
ceiling. Tf the deuterium discharges are limited in their 
parameters to TL ,.$, 1 keVi n€ ~ lO~o m-~, concrete walls of 
1.2 m and a wooden :ceiling of 0.9 m thickness would suffice. 
1.2 m thick concrete walls are required anyway for hard 
x-ray shie1ding The design for the building modifications 
covers both possibilities. 
SN, DN and PL (pump limiter) discharges at full 
performance are not compatible with one and the same vacuum 
vessel installction and pumping arrangement. The primary 
objective is certainly the SN configuration. The use of DN 
configurations in a reactor is hardly conceivable because of 
their large poloid?l field system effort and the inefficient 
use of the vacuum chamber by the plasma. In an experiment, 
however, the DN configuration is still of interest because 
it allows to produce plasmas symmetric to the equatoria1 
plane and to separate the inner and outer scrape-off layer. 
The discharge programme foresees therefore to equip the 
vacuum vessel from the beginning on with all structure 
adjusted to the single null configuration. This is in 
pa r ti c ul fl r : 
target plates, aperture plates and heat shields at the 
vessel bottom adjusted to the SN flux pattern and the 
e x pe c ted po we r f1 ow i 
antennae contours and protection structure adjusted to 
the unsymmetric SN flux surfac€s; 
passive stabilizing loops optimized in position and 
time constant to the unstabl~ SN configuration; 
vacuum pumps concentrated ct the bottom part of the 
torus. 
Remote target pletes in 
configurations with reduced 
red uced pa rameter s. 
the upper 
discharge 
torus allow DN 
duration or with 
2.2.~ Manufflcturing Procedure arid Time ~ch€dule 
In the conceptual design phase industrial know-how and 
experience were utilized hy placing study contracts and 
material tests for the essential components. More 
conventional items J ike support structure were discussed 
with specialists of rnanufacturing companies. Realistic 
estimates on construction time schedule end costs could thus 
be obtained. The TF coils, in design similör to the JET 
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coils, were investig~ted by BBC and optimized with respect 
to fabrication in close cooperation with the IPP engineering 
group. The detailed design of the poloidal field coils (OH 
?nd V coils) is presently being worked out by three 
competent European producers after the functioning of the 
coneept has been, C'lssurE'd by comr.lon d iscussions. The 
structural shell of the TF coils was discussed with six 
steel and cest iron producers. This way the advice of 
industrial experts entered already during the design phase. 
Figure 2.~ shows the ASDEX UG construction time schedule 
which assumes EURATOM priority phase 11 approval in the 
second half of 1983. The fabrication period would thus 
extend from 1984 into the year 198fi, in \vhich assembly of 
the system should be eondueted. PreparCltion of the 
experimental building LF. starts also shortly after approval 
by the EURATOM boards. This time schedule is essentially 
assured by the choiee of simple component design Clnd the 
choice of a conventional and proven tokamak component 
technology. 
2.2.7 Cost Estimates 
The cost estimClte is based on preliminary cost evaluation 
by producers (TF coils, TF magnet support str~cture) on 
comparison with the costs of comparable tokamak eomponents 
already produced (e.g. for JET, ASDEX and ot.hers) end by 
material prices. In case a eertain margin resulted within 
the price estimates, the upper limit was taken. 
Figure 2.7 shows the cost distribution over the years of 
design and eonstruction, reaehing a total sum of 9~ MDM, the 
costs for auxiliary heating being subjeet of aseparate 
proposal. 59 MDM will be spent until 1986, the current finan-
cial period, the rest of 37 MDM until 1989. 
2. 2. 8 Man po we r 
The manpower involved in the P..8DEX UG projeet consists of 
the engineering design team, of experts from the IPP central 
technieal services and other groups and of manpower hired 
from industry. The IPP effort in professionals, i .e. the 
design team and the manpower of engineers and physieists 
from other IPP groups, is shown in Fig. 2.7. Here three 
eurves are given. Curve 1 represents the professionals 
inside or outside the eonstruetion team who fuIfil1 speeifie 
long-term tasks for the construetion of the experiment. 
Curve 2 summarizes the professionnl manpower in support of 
the first group. Curve 3 adds the manpower envisaged for the 
development and eonstruetion of thp diagnosties. The total 
manpower for thE' first group amounts to 130 MY, for the 
support staff to 4V MY, and for diagnostics to 80 MY, 
totalling 250 profE'ssional ~Y for the eonstruction of ASDEX 
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UG. These are backed up by about 450 MY from the technic~l 
staff available at IPP. Engineering. support frorn outside IPP 
i s not incl uded here. 
Collaboration with severa1 European and other 
international institutions, especially in the field of 
development of diagnostics, is presently arranged and will 
be subject of a sep~rate paper. 
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3. The Tokamak System Components 
3.1 The Toroida1 Field (TF) Magnet 
The toroidal magnet comprises 16 double pancake coils and 
the turn-over structure (TOS), which houses the outer 
parallel flanked part of the c9ils (Fig. 3.1.1). The TOS 
contains 8 large casings which are split in the torus plane 
by flanges. Fach large casing includes two small casings 
which fix the enclosed coils and provide force locking in 
the toroidal direction. Typical parameters ofthe com~lete 
TF magnet are shown in Table 3.l.J. 
3.1.1 Description of the ToroicCll Field Coils 
A 'maximum toroidal field of Bo = 4 T 
the geometric plasma axis Ro = 1.hS m. 
forces and average mechanical stresses 
listed in Table 3.1.3. 
can be produced at 
The resulting coil 
for this case are 
To allow tor plasma elongation and provide space for the 
divertor chamber, a vertically elongated TF coil aperture as 
provided by a constant-tension D-shape is required. This 
coil type supports the centering force (CF) exerted by the 
toroidal magnetic field entirely over thestraight vertical 
pa r t 0 f t h ein n e r co il 1 eg. To ta k e u p t he CF 0 fall 1 6 
coils, a vauJt has to be formed within the gClp between the 
central ohmic heating transformer and the plasma vessel. The 
width of this gap determines the Size and hence the cost of 
the tokamak system in leading order. To make the best use of 
this gap, a separate CF support structure as weIl as coil 
casings have to be avoided there. Consequently, the Ih inner 
coil legs will be tapered over their full winding thickness 
and assembled to create a vault hy force locking over the 
are a CF SA s ho wn j n F i g. ? • J .. 4 • In t his .. Ja y mo re t h a n 70 % 0 f 
the gap can be filJed with copper. 
As a consequence of the vault support via the inner coil 
1egs, compressional stresses originate in the conductors and 
their insulation. These stresses ('Ire no problem for the 
insulation. However, oval. cooling channels have to be chosen 
in order not to overstress the conductors within the vauJt 
area (Fig. 3.J.5). Circular cooling channels will be 
provided in the remainder of the coil. 
For running an experiment it is most advantageous to keep 
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the TF magnet at ambient temperature like the peripheral 
Fxperimental equipment. Water eooling is therefore envisaged 
for the TF eoils. There are basie~lly two eooling modes: 
Adiabatie pulses with reeooling during puls interva]s. 
'J'he recooUng \time ean be kept hE'lo\'l h minutes. 
Long pulses with intense 
pulse. In this ease a water 
absorbing the ohmie Josses 
provided. 
water eooling during 
throughput suffieient 




During adiabatie and long pulse operation the maximum 
insulation temperature at full magnetie loading will be kept 
below 70 C in antieipation of an initial copper and eooling 
water temperature of ?O C. 
'* Most of the pulses will be adiabatie. To aehieve a long 
pulse duration in this ease, the eonduetor layout provides 
eonstant eurrent density within any winding eross-seetion of 
a eoil. The temperature development during a pulse with Eo = 
4 T is shown in Fig. 3.1.7. 
Long pulse eooling ealls for a high water throughput 
during a pulse. To stay within the insulation temperature 
limit at reasonable eooling eondjtions, 3 eooling ehannels 
per eonduetor have to be provided. Jl.dditionally, lateral 
feeding of magnets ealls for large water manifolds whieh 
eonsume valuable aeeess area for the djvertor pumping ports. 
Though the position of adjaeent water manifolds will 
alternate with respeet to the torus plane (Fig. 3.1.3), the 
available spaee is not suffieient for feeding every single 
turn of a eoil with fresh water. A eooling length of two 
turns was therefore chosen. A eross-seetion of the resulting 
water manifold and the eurrent te.rminals eombined with it is 
shown in Fiq. 3.l.fi. 
Under experimental eonditions it is unrealistie to assume 
a total long pulse running time of more than 1000 hours. In 
eontrast to generators, normally designed for running times 
of 30.000 hours, erosion by eooling water flow is a 
negligible effeet. High water veloeities are therefore 
permissible as proven by CF.RN magnets, whieh have already 
been operated for several thousand hours at 15 m/s. For the 
TF eoils the water velocity within the eooling ehannels will 
be limited to 9 mise The development of eavitational effeets 
is avoided by an outlet overpressure of 3 bar. 
Figure ?1.9 shows for Bo= 3 T and 9 m/s how the maximum 
temperature on the lateral eonductor boundary (insulation 
temperature) cevelops with time. Steady-state eondjtions 
will be reaehed for a maximum insu]ation ternperature of 
below 70 C. Since two turns are eooled in series, there 
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of about 15 C originates a maximum temperature difference 
between turns in succession. The thermal 
resulting within the interturn insulation 
thermal compressional stress in the vault 
~n analytic estim~te yields less than 
shearing stress 
as weIl as the 
can be tolerated. 
20 MPa for both 
components. 
Since the cooling system of the TF coils is designed for 
steady-state conditions, recooling of an adiabatic pulse 
within the recharging time of the flywheel generator is no 
problem at all. The development of the recooling temperature 
profiles after a pulse with Bo = 4 T is shown in Fig. 3.1.8. 
Recooling will be stopped after the outlet temperature has 
fallen below 25 C. The remaining temperature rise in the 
vault is then negligible. Further details of a TF coil and 
its cooling circuits are given in Table 3.1.2. The main 
dimensions of a coil are shown in Fig. 3.1.13. 
3.1.2 Description of the Turnover Structure. 
ASDEX UG is to be provided with a divertor of single null 
(SN) and double null (DN) configuration. The case of a 
pumping ]imiter (L) is also envisaged. The field components 
(B pL) normal to a TF coil wind ing, produced by the poloidal 
field (PP) coils are for the divertor configurations (SN, 
DN) locally guite substantial. Figure 3.1.10 shows the 
distributions of E p.&. for a plasma current lp = 1 Ml\ along 
the center line of the upper half of a coil. The largest 
Bp.L vi'll ues are encountered for the DN configuration. 'I'he 
maximum B P.l. "alues of the SN configurötion reach only fiO % 
and those of the Lease only 30 % of the DN case. The field 
component B pa.. interacting with the coil current CI<:) creates 
a line load (1(.)( BfOJ.) in the coils which is directed normal 
to the coil midplane (lateral direction). The forces 
integrated between zero points of the B (O.ld istribution, and 
t.he moments (MX, MZ) integrated between the coil legs of the 
upper half of a coil are listed in Table 3.].4 for Bo = 4 T 
and I pt = ] Ml\. 'I'here isa moment 'Mx resul ting from the 1 ine 
load Ic;x Bp.L' which tries to t.urn over the coils in the 
lateral direction. The l(.w BpJ. forces are therefore called 
turnover forces and the external structure which supports 
the coils is called the turnover struct.ure (TOS). It is 
mainly the divertor configurations that call for as rigid as 
possible a TOS in the lateral direction in order to protect 
the TF coils from excessive bending and shearing stresses. 
The idE"al TOS \.;ou1(1 he Cl closed toroidal she11 into Itlhich 
the TF coils Are incorporated. Since the vault also provides 
turnover support by means of frictiona] forces, the ideal 
structure i5 rather wp]] approximated by the combination of 
vault and external TOS shown in Fig. 3.1.4. Roth structures 
together ]eave just a short region of the coi! circumference 
un suppor ted. 
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As is weIl known from JET, the basic support reaction of 
the TOS is provided by a shear flow. The shearing shell of 
ASDEX UG surrounds the TF coils up to a distance of 1280 mm 
from the torus center. From this shell there extend strong 
box-like structures into the gaps between adjacent coils, 
which transfer the lateral forces from the coils to the 
, ' 
shearing shell. To reduce bending deformations of the shell, 
where the force transfer boxes enter the shell, the shell is 
reinforced by stiffeners (Fig. 3.1.11). In order to maintain 
the shear flow of the shel1 on the casing flanges, lnterally 
directed shear sleeves were chosen for the joints (Fig. 
3.1.2). These sleeves also have the advantage of taking up 
out-of-plane forces of the shell resulting from force 
transfer moments. 
The small casings provide the required space for the 8 
large horizontal port openings in the torus plane. The full 
gap width of adjacent coils is available for these ports. 
The missing connection of the small casings via the torus 
plane calls for additional tension bolts on the casing 
connections. These bolts are arranged inside the shear 
sleeves. In the torus plane the flange connection of a large 
casing also has to transfer shearing forces caused by the 
moment Mz. As in JET, radial shear dowels (Fig. 3.1.2) were 
chosen there in order to provide space for the horizontal 
JCRH antenna ports. 
All the access openings provided by the TOS are shown in 
Fig. 3.1.1. The ports are arranged symmetrically to the 
torus plane. However, the alternating water manifold 
recesses require for the 30 divertor pumping ports a small 
lateral shift (40 mm) out of the midplane between adjacent 
coils. The water manifolds are designed so that the TF coils 
and TOS can be assembled laterally as weIl as radially, 
parallel to the torus plane. 
3.1.3 Assemblyand Positioning of the TF Coils 
The main aims in assembling are to achieve weIl defined 
force transfer to the vault and the TOS and to position the 
magnets precisely. 
Manufacturing tolerances and thermal expansion of the 
coils require a gap of about 10 mm between the outermost 
turns of a coil and the TOS. Lateral force transfer across 
the areas, shown in Fig. 3.1.4, calls for 
tolerance-compensating elements such as epoxy-filled steel 
bladders (ESB). For the vault, ESB with a filling thickness 
of 3 mm are arranged between adjacent coils. The ESB can be 
fabricated for the complete support length of 2 m. For the 
turnover force supports the coils are flanked by ESB with a 
thickness of 5 mm. 
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The ESB shrink about 2 % in thickness during bakeout. The 
shrinkeage of the casing FSB causesa well-defined gap of 
0.2 mm between the coils and the TOS. This gap permits free 
thermal expansion during adiabatic pulses. For long-pulse 
operation, the lateral expansion of the coils exceeds 0.2 
mm. After a pulse the coils could thus become 
friction-locked inside the cold TOS. Since the CF support 
region of a coil re~ools much faster than the part between 
the inner leg and water exit (Fig. 3.1.8), small gaps would 
originate in the vault. To avoid undefined vault support 
conditions, the coil current must not be completely switched 
off after a long pulse. Apower supply of about 10 % of the 
flat-top power should be maintained until sufficient 
recool ing is achieved. 
The vault ERB will be filled after all coils are 
assembled in their final position. The filling pressure of 4 
bar creates an outward force of 0.14 MN per coil, which is 
taken up by the two back screws in Fig. 3.1.1. The radial 
shrinkeage of the vault during bakeout of the ESB ( 0.15 
mm) is compensated by the prestressed rubber bearings in 
Fig. 3.].~. These bearings, accessible for retightening, can 
exert on the vault nearly] % of the centering force. The 
resulting prestress safely fixes the coils in their initial 
position during pulse intervals. 
At each large casing two coils can be adjusted and fixed 
in a preliminary way before the small casings are mounted 
and the casing bladders filled. The steel bracing tape in 
Fig. 3.].4 together with the back screws are provided to 
adjust the rotation of the coil around the central axis 
normal to its midplane as weIl as its radial position. The 
bracing tapes are removed after the vault ESB are filled. 
The lateral screws indicated in Fig. 3.1.4 adjust the 
remaining degrees of freedom of the coil midplane. The 
vertical position will be corrected by the bottom screw. 
3.1.~ TF Coil Design and Manufacture 
Cooling conditions, coiJ tapering and large conductor 
cross-sections call for elaborate conductor and coil 
manufacturing procedures. These problems were therefore 
studien by Prown Boveri and Co., Mannheim, in collaboration 
with Kahelmetall, Osnabrueck. 
Fach of the ]2 turns of a pancake comprises three typical 
pnrts, as can bf.' seen from Fig. 3.1.]2. Fach turn of the 
vault region has the same copper cross-section, but it is 
different in thickness and width owing to the tapering of 
the inner coil leg (Fig. ?J.5). The upper and lower 
intermediate turn sections vary in width and thickness along 
their length «9nO rnrn) to provide the transition to the 
parallel flanked sections. Consequently, 4 brazed joints are 
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required to create one full winding length (~10.2 
has been taken to avoid joints closer than 10 cm to 
of the support regions since the highest mechanical 









in Fi 9 • 
The three cooling channels of a turn are everywhere 
evenly distributed over its width (Fig. 3.1.12). This 
requires laterally inclined channels drilled into the 
intermediate sections. The transition from the circular to 
the oval cooling channels is demonstrated in Fig. 3.].]2. 
The circular channels are widened in the lateral dircction 
and the oval ones in the vertical direction. This results in 
congruent cross-sections in the brazed joints, section C-C 
in Fig. 3.1.12. To avoid too large cooling channel 
cross-sections on these joints, the diameters of the 
circular cooling channels are reduced to 11 mm on the 
'. vault-directed end of the intermediate piece. 
The large turn thickness of the parallel-flanked section 
permits the use of screwed fittings to which copper pipes 
lead ing to the water mani fold are brazed (Fig. 3.1. 6) • 
Currently, the tightness of the fittings is being tested 
with a 1:1 mode] of the conductor. First runs up to an 
average tension stress of 90 MPa with respect to the ful] 
cross-section 32 x 180 mm did not show any leakage under 
load condjtions for the required number of cycles (20000). 
Two cooling ducts with stepwise reduced diameters are 
drilled lateralJy into a conductor in order to feed the 
three parallel cooling channels. A total of 12 pairs of 
copper pipes convey the cooling water in two lateral planes 
to the water manifold. 
The current connections of a coil (Fig. 3.1.6) consist of 
two strong copper plates with a cross-section of 240 x 42 
mm • To take up the tension forces (0.2 MN) at the turn 
extremeties, the two copper plates are bolted across an 
inserted steel plate. The stiffness of this connection is 
comparable with that of the cross-over plate on the 
innermost winding. The lateral transition of the conductor 
tension from one pancake to the adjacent one develops a 
moment. To introduce this moment with little bending 
stresses into the coil former, the turn ~nds will be 
extended beyond the current connections. To avoid 
delamination of the bonded extensions, they continuously 
decrease in thickness towards zero, so that an increasing 
gap is formed with the turn underneath. This gap is closed 
with an epoxy wedge. 
During winding of the coils consicerable forces 
be exerted on a turn to keep it down on the mandreI 





To be able to exert these adjusting forces on the bare 
copper surface, only a tape as wide as the conductor will be 
wound in for inter-turn insulation. This tape will be 
composed of two epoxy prepreg and 7 glass fabric layers. The 
pancake insulation is to be composed of 1~ layers. The coil 
insulation is taped semi-overlapped. 
The strength of the BBC-Orlitherm insulation is only 
known at ambient temperature. A few static tests exist at 
70 C, the maximum temperature at which the TF magnet should 
work at full load. An even higher temperature level could 
increase the adiabatic flat-top time. Dynamic shear tests, 
using a bar specimen, have therefore been started to measure 
the shear strength at 70 C, 80 C, and 90 c. 
The manufacturing tolerances estimated by BBC on the 
basis of the JET coil fabrication are listed in Table 3.1.5. 
The manufacturing time for 1 fabrication test coi1 aRd 16 
series coils is expected to be 127 weeks or roughly 2 1/2 
years. 
3.1.5 Manufacturing of the TOS 
The TOS 
str uc ture, 
ava i1 abI e. 
of ASDEX UG is rather similar to the JET 
for which ample manufacturing experience is 
The TOS design has been discussed with experts from 
industry. As a result, the structure can be manufactured by 
casting as weIl as by welding. A manufacturing time of 1 1/2 
to 2 years including final machining and preassembly, has to 
be taken into account. The manufacturing precision required 
for the shear connections seems to be no problem. 
Preassembly wasrecommended. 
3.1.6 Stress Analysis 
Stress acceptance criteria will be based 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. This code 
primaryand secondary stresses. 
The following stress analysis concerns 
st resses • Thermal (second aryl st resse s have 
briefly treated in sec. 3.1.1. 
on the ASME 
d istinguishes 
the primary 
al ready been 
The 10ad cases we re subj pct to the foll owi ng assumpt ions: 
for the toroidal field loading, that all 16 TF coils 
are correctly positioned and have equal current; 
for the turnover loadings, that unperturbed consistent 
plasma and PF currents are taken into account. 
The resu1ts and their 
mainly concentrate on the 
regIons of a coi1: 
interpretation presented below 
coils. There are t\vo crItical 
the cross-section where it leaves the vault support. 
Thf> maximuM conc1uctor anc1 insul ation stresses of thIs 
region, region 1, determine the upper limit of the 
product plasMa"current (Ipl times toroidal field (Bo ); 
t he wa te r m Cl n i f 0] CI r eg Ion, r eg Ion 2. Th e r e t h e te n s ion 
and bending stresses have to stay below the level above 
which the screwed water manifold fittings could start 
to 1 ea k • 
For the TOS the maximum equivalent stress and joint 
forces are c1etermined. 
3.1.7 Stressing by Turnover Forces 
The stress analysis was performeCl with the finite element 
(FE) models of Fig. 3.1.1A, modell, and Fig. 3.1.15, model 
2. The FE model 1 comprises the main force transfer 
properties between the coils and TOS as weIl as vIa the 
flange connection joints of the large and small casIngs and 
the support reactions of the vault. Truss elements connect 
coil and TOS at cross-sections which are stiffened by 
bulkheads (Fig. 3.J.14b). With a few iterations all trusses 
which transferred tension forces were eliminated. In order 
to assess the transition from the vault to the unsupported 
part of Cl coil more accurately, the three-dimensional (3 D) 
model 2, representing only a TF coil, was meshed. The 
reactions of the TOS were in this CBse representec1 by 
prescribed displacements, known from modell. Model 2 will 
also be used for the toroidal field forces. 
With respect to the stiffness properties of the TOS, 
modell represents the large poif openings in the torus 
plane guite accurately. For the rernaining ports a rough 
approximation is possible by means of void elements. For the 
sake of higher-order symmetry in the lateral direction, the 
alternating position of the water manifold with respect to 
the torus plane was neglected. 
Bo th mod el s assume symmetr y to the to r us p1 ane. The SN 
loading was therefore split into two parts: 
A loading with even symmetry (SNA) originating from the 
horizontal flux contribution of the PF. This flux 
cornponent results from the current difference of PF 
coils located opposite each other with respect to the 
torus plane. 
A loading with ode symmetry (SNB), which is equiv<'11ent 
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in symmetry to the DN and L cases. It originates from 
the PF flux penetrating the torus plane vertically. 
In contrast to the real arrangement, it was assumed that 
the SN stagnation point is located above the torus plane. In 
this case the superpositioning of SNA and SNB loadings 
produces the larger forces above, the lower forces below the 
torus plane. 
In Table 3.1.6 the critical stresses and maximum 
displacements of all three 10öding cases are quoted for the 
same product of Tp x 80 = 4 MAT. Despite the 40 % smaller 
forces the SN CBse shows a larger maximum shearing stress in 
region 1 than the DN case. The comparatively higher maximum 
shear stresses of the SN case have to be attributed to the 
SNA loading. The lines of constant SNA in-plane shear stress 
are plotted in Fig. 3.1.16 for region 1. 
The maximum equivalent stresses originating in th~ TOS 
for SN, DN and L conditions are quoted in Table 3.1.7. The 
available FE model is not suited for assessing stress 
concentrations in the corners cf port openings or other 
places of structural discontinuities. However, for ductile 
materials these stress concentrations can be considered as 
secondary stresses. As known from the JET structure, even 
nodular castings can reach rupture strains of more than 20 % 
and Cl fracture toughness close to that of stainless steel. 
3.1.P Stressing of the Coils by TF Forces 
The TF magnet is constant-tension optimized with respect 
to the magnetic pressure of the toroidal field. An 
appropriate model was developed for calculating the TF coil 
stresses (Fig. 3.1.15). The main concern up top now has been 
with the stressing of the conductors within the vault 
support. 
The distribution of the lateral vault compression stress 
(VCS) was investigated with a two-oimensional FE model. The 
insulation and the polygonality of the coil cross-section 
were taken into accollnt. The results, representative of the 
cross-section in the torus plane, yie1d a rather homogenous 
distribution of the VCS a]ong the coil midplane. The 
cl e v j a t ion fr 0 m t h e ave rag e VC S i sIe s s t h a nIe ~,. 
The cooling ch~nnels imply a structural discontinllity for 
the flow of the VCS within Cl conouctor. Significcmt strain 
concentrations (secondary strain, ~SMF) thus reslllt in their 
vicinity. As long as the zero to maximum strains are limited 
to helow 0.5 %, copper can carry 2 load as large as the 
yield strength (200 MPa) for the envisagec number of cycles 
(20000). The pattern of eqlliva]ent strain was computed with 
a nonlinear FE code and referred to the average compressive 
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stress (Jl.CS) on the smallest copper cross-section of the 
cooling channel walls. Figure 3.1.17 shows the results for 
an ACS of 175 MPa and 200 MPa. At the larger value, where 
the ACS is equivalent to the yield strength, the strain 
limit is surpassed within the sma!l region indicated. 
However, the load carrying capability of the cooling channel 
walls is not yet exbausted. 'fhis was shown by cyclic tests 
(up to 10 5 cycles) , which were perforrned by IABG Ottobrunn. 
Jl.t ACS = 2ro MPa, the cooljng channel walls withstood lOS 
cycles without any sign of fatigue. ftill at Jl.CS = 220 MPa, 
three times the required numher of load cycles were 
sustainec. 
As a consequence of these test results, the average 
compressive stress (ACS) was thus inserted for computing the 
safety margin of the cooling channel walls given in Tables 
3.1.1 and 3.1.8. 
3.].9 Safety Margins 
The safety margins of the conductors are referred to the 
minimum guaranteed yield strength of Cu )I.,g, i.e. 200 MPa. 
According to the Jl.SMF code a safety margin of 1.5 is 
desirable. For the insulation the calcu1ated shear stress 
should not exceed 20 MPa. Fatigue tests (l05 cycles) by BBC 
have yie1ded a permissib1e stress of nO MPa at ambient 
temperature. With due a110wance for manufacturing 
uncertainties, a safety margin of three is required. 
Table 3.1.8 contains the equivalent stresses and the 
resul ting safety marg ins of a TF coil for SN, DN and L. The 
limHs of Ip x 80 indicated are gjven either by the energy 
suppl y (L, DN) or by the stresses (SN). For the J p x 80 
values 1isted the safety margins prescribed by the ASME code 
are achieved. 
3.1.10 Summary 
The basic problems of the 'fF magnet concept have been dealt 
with. On the basis of the present assessment, realization of 
the design is feasible with respect to manufacture, assembly 
and mechanical reliability. 
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Table 3.1.1: Mnin parameters of theComplete TF Magnet 
Toroidal system 
number of eoils 
total weight of eoils 
magnetie fteld strength (Bo) at 
pI asma e en tre 
steady-state eonditions 
adiabatie pulses 
rise time to 80 = 4 T 
adiabatie f1at-top time (AFT) 
at Bo = 4 T 
'\ total number of ampere-turns 
at Bo = 4 T 
fie1d ripple amplitude at plasma 
boundary 
stored magnetie energy at Bo = 4 
ohmie losses at Bo = 4 T 
start of "',FT 
end of "FT (lO.5s) 
maximum energy dissipated up to 
end of AFT (10.5 s) 
max. eooling water flow rate, 
steady-state 
max. permissibJe reeooling time 
amount of water for reeooling of 
max. pulse (AFT) 
Turnover strueture (TOS) 
small easings, total number 
weight/easing 
large easings, total number 
weight/easing 
Total weight of the TF magnet 








] 0.5 s 
33 MA 
















Table 3.1.2a: Main Parameters of a Single TF Coil 
Number of pancakes 
number of turns per coil 
turn current at Bo = 4 T 
veritical Qpening of coil bore 
horizontal opening of coil bore 
over811 thickness of winding, 
including coil insulation 
outer 1 eg, up to taper ing edge 
inner leg, straight part 
overall width of winding, 
outer 1 eg 
large radius of coil tapering edge 
conductor material 
0.2 % yield strength 200 to 
conductivity at 20 C 
net turn copper cross-sections 
outer leg 
inner leg 




thickness of epoxy-glass insulation 
between turns 
between pancakes 










Cu Ag 0.1 
220 MPa 
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Table 3.1.2b: Cooling Parameters of a Single Coil 
Cooling medium (deionized) water 
number of parallel eooling ehannels 
per turn 
per eoil (2 turns in series) 
shape of eooling ehannels 
inner leg, straight part 
el sewhere 
dimensions of oval eooling ehannels 
outermost turn (12), 
max. width and height (mm) 
turns 1 to 11 
diameter of eireular eooling ehannels 
outer leg and following part of 
intermediate piece 
remainder of intermediate piece 
maximum water velocity in a turn 
steady-state (3 Tl 
reeooling of max. adiabatie pulse 







17.5 x 6 
13.5 rnm 
11 mm 
9 m/s " 
1. 5 rnls 
13 be. r 
maximum temperature of copper (insu1ation) 
adiabatie pulse (initial 
temperature 20 C) 70 C 
steady-state (water inlet 
temperature 20 C) 65 C 
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Table 3.1.3: Coil Forces ö.t Bo= 4 T and Resulting 
Primary Stresses Caused by the Toroidal 
Field on its owo. 
Centering force per coil 
circumferent~al vault force 
vault copper compression stresses, 
coil midplcme 
average 
max imum, turn 10 
cooling channel wall, turn 10 
verticel tension force per coil leg 
turn tension stresses 
inner 1 eg 
outer leg 
equivalent turn stresses, inner leg, 
turn to 10 
coil midplane 
cooling channel wall 
allowable stress for Cu Ag Ei 
small displacement, N.?10 , Rp02 
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Table ~.1.~: Integral Turnover Forces ana ~oments 
at I,. BO = 4 M}\T for the Upper Half 
of a TF coil 
Double I Single Null , Limiter 
Null 1-------------------1 
DN I SN A I SN B 1 L 
----------------~+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Lateral forces 
between po in ts 




I I I I I 
1 , I 1 I 
, 1 I I 
I 1 I , 
'1.15 0.33' 0.3h' 0.33 I 
, -1.~2 -0.31 I -1.06 I -0.81 I 
I 0.49 0.]1 I I I 
I 'I I 
Center coorain?tesl I I 1 
(X,Z) of lateral t 1 I I 
forces *) I I I '" I 
X,/zi Il.03/1.50Iü.9B/1.3911.02/1.5211.0 A/1.531 
x1/z~ fml 12.0h/l.5012.09/1.4RI2.29/1.2612.37/1.181 
x)/z~ 12.7R/O.fiFI2~B5/0.~31 I I 
I I I I I 
Moments * ) I 1 I I I 
I 0.79 I o. I 2.11 I 1.~2 I 
fMNml I I 1 1 I 
I 0.35 I O.Ofi I 0.81 I 0.47 , 
I I I I I 
-----------------+---------+---------+---------+---------+ 
*) The zero points, meaning of indices ana coordinates 
follow from Fig. 3.1.10. 
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Table 3.1.5: Manufacturing Tolerances of a TF-Coil 
according to. BBC 
.. 
I 





coil . A B C I 0 region 
inner contour ±2,5 ±4 
thickness d 0/-2,5 +10/0 1 +/-3 
width b +/-1 -- +/-1 
... 
evenness ~bove 1 - 2 
below 1 - 1 
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Table 3.1.6: Maximum Stresses and Displacements of a TF Coil 
at I.,Bo= 4 MAT for DN, 'SN and L Turnover Loa,d 
+---------+~--------+---------+ 
DN SN L I 
-----------------------------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Send ing stresses 'lMPal I 
Exit of vault , 
outer cooling channel I 20 15 5 
conductor boundary I 24 18 6 
water manifold (fittings) 'I 14 9 7 
shear ing stresses vaul t I 12 17 5 
IMPal (bend ing & torsion) I 
lateral displacement tmm] , 1. 0.6 0.9 
-----------------------------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Table 3.1. 7: Maximum Equivalent Stress and Joint Forces 
for the TOS at Ip'Eb = 4 MAT 
+---------+---------+---------+ 
, DN I SN I L I 
-----------------------------+---------+---------+---------+ 
Maximum equivalent stress 
cross-section number *) 
structural component**) 
joint forces t~NJ ***) 
tension 0.1 
at cross-section *) 3 
shearing 0.J6 
at cross-section *) 3 
-----------------------------+---------+---------+---------+ 
*) Refers to Fig. 3.1.14b. 
**) Structura1 components of TOS (refers to Fig. 3.1.11) 
UHP: upper horizontal plate (shearing shell) 
LHP: lower horizontal plate (force transfer box) 
LAP: lateral plates (force transfer box) 
BUH: bulk heads (force transfer box, shearing shel1) 
***) The joints are jimensioned for a maximum tension 
end shearing force of 0.4 MN.' 
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Table 3.1.8: Maximum Equiv. Coil Stresses and Safety 
Margins at the Operational Points Cl p Be) 
41 
+-,----------------------------------------+ 
I 'double null I single null I Umiter 
+------+------+------+------+------+------+ 
lstresslmarginlstresslmarginlstresslmarginl 
I tJlPa I I MPa I I MPa I I 
----------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+ 
CONDUCTOR *) I I I 
vault Ccooling I I I 
channel) 100 1 2 81 I 2.5 88 I 2.27 
water I I I 
manifold ***) 38 I 2.4 28 I 3.2 32 I 2.8 
INSULATION **} I I I 
shearing 12.31 4.9 19. 1 3.2 8.6 1 ~ 
compressi on 43.61 4.P 32.3 1 6.5 43.6 I 4.8 
tension 10.71 16.8 8.5 1 21. 2 8.2 122 
Tsai HilI I , 1 
margin 1 3. 1 I 2.7 I 3.6 
----------------+------+------+------+------+------+------+ 
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IpBo =4MAT 
0max = L20 = 11,5 MPa 
LlL =,·0,57 MPa 
Fig. 3.1.16: Lines of constant in-Qlane shearing_ 
stresses for the SNA case. 
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Equivalent strain (€§gL 
(1-v2) Ea:,2 = (1-V+v2)(E;l+€y2}+{1-v)2(tYxy2_fx·€y) 
max €eq = €eq 20 = 3,6 %0 
- I 
.6 €eq = 0,18%0 
20 :0:3,6%0 
=-
<(Sc> = 175 MRl -;;. ACS 
max €eq = €eq~ = 5,9%0 
.6 €eq = 0,3 %0 
5~ I --T--T--r-T-1 
I I I I I I I : 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I l I 1 
r--j-- +-·--+·---I----I--T--~ 
I I Y I I I : I I I I i I I I I I I I I I 
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6 J I 
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I I 
(Sc> : 200 MRl ~ ACS 
Fig. 3.1.17: Lines of constant nonlinear strain 
Glin.= 200 MRl Etin .... 1,25x 105 MPa 
Elin.' Eworkhardening = 50 
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3.2 The Poloidal Fiel~ (PF' System 
The PF system consists of the ohmic heating (OH) system 
emd the multipole (or vertical) V-coil system. The OH system 
I 
serves for breakclown , p12sma current bui Id-up, ohmic heating 
cmdresistive current drive. 'I'hf' centrelJ transformer coil 
OH 1 provides for this purpose <J"I-/ = 9.5 Vsec. Two 
additional coils OH ] 2nd OH 2 shape the stray flux such 
that the field is reduced to < 5· 10. 3 T in the plasma 
region. 
The vertical field system consisting of three coil types 
produces the desired f:N, DN or L configurations. The coils 
VI df'termine essentially the stagnation point, V 2 the 
horizontal equilibrium and V 3 essentialy the plasma shape 
( tri a n 9 u 1 a r it y). Th e tim e cl e pe n cl e n ces 0 f 0 H a n n V" c 0 i 1 
excitations are different. Fig. :.2.1 shows the position of 
OH and V coils. All coi1s are located outside the TF magnet. 
3.2.1 P1esm2. Configurations and Currents 
The po10idal field (PF) reoui rements of double nul 1 (DN), 
single null (SN) divertor ancl pump limiter configurations 
/J have been examined for f.SDEX UG at low and high /')/'0(. values 
using the Garching equilibrium code. The results are valid 
. ~ both for rather flat (j ...... ~ .. _y-, t.y; po10ida1 flux function) and 
more peAked toroinal current densities (j"" 'I' ). Thf' 
comparison of these confiqurations has been done by 100king 
for the largest plasma vo]ume under the following 
constraints. The same coi1 positions outside the toroidal 
field coils for the cljvertor, shaping and equilibrium 
currents, are used 2nd optimized with reg2.rd to the PF 
rf'quirements (current 'TM' power, energy and material). The 
plasma diameter in the torus mid~lane is not smal1er than I 
m to <Jet a sufficiently hiqh 1 ine density n.o..necessary for a 
df'nse scrape-off layer. The size of the TF coils and a 
sufficipnt1y large divertor cramber in the divertor cases 
a110w a maximal height of the stagnation points of O.P5 In. 
The outermost flux surface of the scrape-off 1ayer roust not 
touch the "esse] walls and inst,,11ations 1 ike the passive 
stabil ization Joops. The resultinq poloidal flux surfaces 
for a medium j-~)-VC1]U!.:' of about /.2 are shown in Figs. l.2.2 
- 4 togethpr with thp positions of the PF coils chosen ann 
the PF currents nf'cessary for ] Mi'· torojd?l plasma current • 
The position of the scrape-off l~ycrs in the div~rtor 
chamher is the same for DN 2nd SN cases, so that the same 
target p1ates can he uscd. Just one divertor coil sbove ~nd 
one below the TF magnet is used to reduce the necessary sum 
of PF currents, the penalty heinq less flexibility in 
varying the r2rlia1 position of the st~gr.ation points. 
(Distant PF coils dptermine simultaneously the shape of the 
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interior flux surfaces end the position of the stagnation 
points.} 
Far a DN divertor plasma equilibrium with A half-axis 
r2tia b/a ~ ].~ and strong triangul?r deformations & = 
c/a .~. 0.3 - 0.11 (se.e Fjg. :.2./) result. The trianqularity 
helps to reduce the unstable forces of the vertical 
displClcement mode (see sect.J.2.f), but the currents in the PF 
coils have to produce in this case mainly a hexapole field, 
which, because of the large distance between plasma and the 
coils, dominCltes the PF requirements (E IIMI = 12 14 )( 
I P ). 
For the SN configuration the magnetic axis was moved into 
the upper vessel half, opposite the stagnation point. This 
reduces the necessary divertor current. An increase in the 
plasma volume of 15 ~ compared with the DN case and a 
.. 
reduction of the PF coil currents by a factor of 2 3 
(.~ 11M ' = 4.5 - 5.5<!p ) was so possible. The stability of 
the vertical displacement mode for the SN and DN 
configurations, as shown in Figs. 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, is the 
same, as the smaller trianqularity of the SN case is 
compensated by a smaller elongation. 
Pump limiter configurations with a half-axis ratio of 
ahout Lfi and a triangularity of Ö::': 0.1 have nearly the 
same poloidal flux pattern in the plasma interior as the SN 
plasma and require therefore fairly similar PF currents 
(EII/tt' = ::l.5xI?). 80th configurations differ in their 
plasMa shape only little, and on]y small modifications of 
the PF coil currents are necessary to get the identical 
plasma surface in the upper half. The shift of the plasma 
center relative to the center of the PF coil system in the 
SN d i verto r ca.se prod uc es, howeve r, a top-bot tom asymmetry 
in the PF currents and quadratic measures of the coil 
currents, like the magnetic energy, change stronger than the 
surn of the ampere turns. These results are confirmed by our 
INTOR studies, where there is flgoin only a 30 % difference 
in the external currents needed for producing a D-shaped 
pump limiter configuration and a SN configuration. 
The PF coil distribution chosen allows the investigation 
of many other configurations with different ellipticities 
and triangularities. Reducing the higher PF moments 
dorninating the dipole currents results in a circular plasma 
cross-section with only 2 'I~ I = 1.5~Ip • 
Comparing the DN and SN configurations, the studies 
showpd that an SN confiqur~tion is , indeed, by far optimal 
from the point of view of PF requirements. This justifies to 
concentr~te in ASDEX UG on it and on the corresponding pump 
limiter configuration. The reJatlvely minor difference in 
the MAT requirements between divertor and pump limiter 
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configurations also underlines thp reactor potential of the 
former SN civertor configuration. 
3.'.2 Basic Features of the PF Coils 
The poloid('i] field coils are rnulti-windings circular 
coils which are ih'separable units. They are wound from 
water-cooled copper conductors each winqing ]ayer being a 
cooling circuit with in]et and outlet. Care was taken to 
decouple different force components and forces as far as 
possible. Free thermal expansion wherever possib]e and 
homogeneous cooling should avoid thermal stresses. Thermal 
stressing of the insulation is limited by a maximum 
permissible temperature of T = 353 K. 
High electric stresses occur by inductive voltage drop at 
the coil connections during excitation and de-excitation. 
Escessive e]ectric load is avoided by means o~ protection 
switches. Fault conditions as weIl as excessive currents 
shall be avoided by a monitoring and safety control system. 
The OH coils are connected in series and also corresponding 
V-coils in the lower and upper half of the torus for 
s ym met r i c DN ? n (l L c 0 n f i gur e t ion s • Ch ara c te r ist i c 
time-dependent OB fJux and V coil currents are shown by 
Figs. ~.2.~ and 3.2.~. The maximum PF co]l currents are 
indicated in Fig. ?2.7. 
3.2.3 The OH System 
The OH system consists of the central transformer coils OH1, 
OH 2 and OH 3. The flux swing of 9.1:;. Vs is predominantly 
produced by the OH ] coil, whereas the OH , and OH 3 coils 
serve to reduce the vacuum magnetic flux density to less 
than 3 x ]O'-':? T in the plasma region (Fig. 3.2.8) for 
m?ximum OH 1 excitation (.rfic;fi=:t 4.5 Vs). 
Of the several concepts for the OH ] coil that were 
investigated, the simplest version comprlslng a 3 m long 
solenoid with a ratio of inner to outer radius of kd,. = 0.5, 
was chosen. This is a goor. compromise between the mechanical 
and thermal 10nGS and leads to negligible radjal stresses. 
Since the mechflnical stress is finally limiting a symmetric 
fl ux swi ng of,l..-\, rfCrt = 4.75 Vs was chosen. 
The rhoice of 2. winninn current of I = ~7 k~ for th~ 
series-connected roils was qoverneo by the following facts: 
The IPP generators ?~d switching units ere geared to d7 
k r,. 
For current switchinq ?nd breeking convpntional 
switches ane thyristors can be usen for this 
val ue • 
vClcuum 
current 
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The maximum voltage occurring in the OH 1 coil windings 
(at the moment of ignition) is stiJl uncritical. 
The copper fillinq fdctor with this winding number is 
still sufficiently high to ensure the required 
mechanical sti,ffness of the coil. 
The electrical stress of the OH system depends on the 
maximum dI/et of the OH current necessary to induce a 
sufficiently high plasm? voltage VP to cause plasma 
breakdown. Of special interest was the evaluation of the 
influence of the vacuum vessel, acting as a transformer 
secondary winding, on the breakdown voltage. ~ model 
circuit, including the OH coils, the V coils, the plasma, 
and the vacuum vessel, was investigated with the aid of the 
EC~P network analysis programme. 
~s shovm in the circuit diaqram of Fig. 3.2.9; the vacuum 
vessel was simulated with four coils, i.e. with their L end 
R elements connected in parallel. Geometrically, they were 
arranged in such a way that the D-shaped cross-section of 
the vessel was approximt"lted by a rectangular one (Fig. 
3./..9). The values of the resistances RG ] to RG 4 
correspond to avesse] made of stainless steel and 
containing 4 beJlows distributed on the toroidal 
circumference. The total toroidal resistance of this vessel 
is 0.75 mvi. The plasma itself was simulated on the toroidal 
circumference by its 
open-ended inductance only. For the c8lcul?tions this means 
thet the circuit diagram is v~lid until the plasma breakdown 
voltage VP is reached. From experience with the ASDEX 
experiment, a plasmaloop voltage of 50 V is assumed to be 
sufficient. 
Inducing a 50 V plasma voltage requires that the overall 
insulation of the OH coils has to withstand a voltage of 
about 30 kV. Figure 3.2.10 shows the dependence of the OH 
coil voltage and the plasma loop voltage versus discharge 
resistance. The vessel resistance parameter is 0.25 m~. The 
influence of the vessel resistance on the plasma loop 
voltage is given in Fig. 3.2.]Oa. The discharge resistance 
parameter is O.h!l. 
The 0H 1 coil is designed BS a helical1y wound coil 
consisting of ]0 cylindrical layers with 5] windings each. 
SE Cu F 25 was selected BS conductor material. The single 
cylinders are internally connected with the exception of the 
high-vo]tage-insulated main connections at the Ist end ]Oth 
cylinder The winding and coil insulations consist of 
fibre- 4iass-reinforced epoxy resin with cast-in polyimid 
foil,s for improved f.'lectric breakdown strength. The 
insuliHion thickness is 2.5 mm. The outer coil insulation is 
to be covered \·J1th a conducting graphite layer to avoid 
surface breakoo~m. 
Fach winding cylinder has its own cooling circuit such 
that inlets and outlets are arranged on the upper and lower 
coil front ends. The water connections are df'signed to 
withstand the maxi~um voltage occurring in the coil. 
The cooling channels have elliptical cross-sections. 'The 
winding conductor cross-section (2.2 x 5.5 cm Z ) is deformed 
during bending, so that trapezoidal conductors have to be 
used to obtain rectangular winding cross-sections in the 
coil compound. The exact conductor form is being determined 
at present by testing. The limited length of the eonductors 
makes it necessary to braze thema In order to restore the 
original strength the brazed sections will be cold-worked 
by stretching. 
7.0 bar) 'The cool ing channel sand water pressure Ld P" = 
are determined hy a cooling-down time of 10 mine 
ensure homogenous temperatures during cooling, 
flow is reduced with h~ffles for the inner 
cylinders, which carry lower thermal energy. This 
equAl eonductors to be used throughout the coils. 




The MelX imum thermal load of I~ r = t)O deg. i s reached for 
j2..<,,~ t.JI- = 110 (k"lcm.!.)2 x s, where t...JI- is an 
equiv?lent fIst-top time. The permissible value for SN 
discharges and c}CH = 9.5 Vs is t ... n _= 5.5; for DN discharges 
ana eiCH = P. 5 Vs i t ist -I~ = h. 5 s. 
During excitation the coil expelnds radially and 
vertically. The diameter increases by 2 mm at maximum 
load due to mechanical and thermal stresses which sct in the 
same direction. Mechanical and thermal stresses act 
vertically in opposite directions. Elastic bearings at the 
coil front ends take up the 5 m~'vertlcal length variation 
ana 21so allow free radial expansion. 
'The requ i rements I mpo sed on the eH co i1 ?ppl Y 
essential1y to the 0H 2 coil ~s weIl, but to a reduced 
extent. Spatial constreints require this coil to be vlOuna on 
redirl dises. It consists of q pancakes of 9 windings eDch, 
eacn pancake hrving its own cooling circuit. The water inlet 
is positioned radi?1 1 y outside the coils and the outlet 
insidp the coil. Th<- cool inq cnClnnpls are:, tberefore of equal 
length ~n~ are even}y distrihuted, so that therm~l stressing 
of the insu10tion js minjmized. DetAils 2re giv~n in Tr.bles 
3.] to 
The OH : coil is 1":0 he .,Toune'! as onC'-:!ayer disco It is 
reinforced by JIlounting it to thc V ;> multipole coil in ~ ~lay 
which allows horizontal sI iding between thE' two coils. 
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Ln order to feed the OB coils, m~qnetic fields of up to 6 
T h~ve to be crossed with conductors carrying currents of 
abo u t 4 7 k]\. JI s t he po 1 0 i d (" I f i eId tob e c r 0 s s e d ha s no 
component in the toroifaJ direction and the currents in the 
leAd-ins flow in either the radia] or the vertical 
~irection, only forces in the toroidal direction are 
produced. The maximum line load ~cting on the single 
conductors is C.~ MN/rn length. For the lead-in as a whole, 
where the incoming and outgoing conductors are mpchanically 
connected, the forces cancel one another to 2 large extent. 
Only forces due to poloidal field inhomogeneity remein. 
3.2.t Thc Vertical Field Coils 
J n d i me n s ion i n 9 t h e ver ti c ~ I f i e I Cl (V ) co i1 s", s ym m € tri c 
and unsymmetric 1020 conditions had to be considered, and 
also a larqer safety margin compared with the OH coils. The 
latter is caused by an uncertainty of < 10 % of the 
multipole current c?1cul?tions. Furthermore, it is desirable 
that the V coils operate on the average at 10wer current 
density in order to reduce the ohrnic losses since the 
inductive excit?tion energy is already appreciable. 
All V coils are arranged outside the TF magnet, but as 
closely as possible to the torus structure. The coil concept 
is based on simple and standard technique. All coils are 
cornposed of radially wound pancakes connected at their outer 
and inner circumference. 
The conductor cross-sections were dimensioneCl to allow a 
circular cooling channel bore. SE Cu F 25 was again selected 
as material. Thc insulation consists of 
fibre-glass-reinforced epoxy resin. Only at the connections 
is additional insulation required in the form of polyimiCl 
fo i I s. 
The weter cooling is provided in the pancake layers with 
inlets and outlets at the outer and inner circumference. The 
lengths of the cooling channels do not allow stationary 
conditions during excitation. The thermal radial exp~nsion, 
however, is on1y 2.5 mm, i .e. one-fifth of the expansion 
produce(J by the Lorentz force. The coil support has to allow 
movements of ~o mm in diameter in a w~y which ag~in 
quarantees concentric positioning after cool-eown. ("001 ing 
re q u ire s i n te r v Cl Iso f 1ff= 1(' m i n he t Vle n dis c ha r g es. 
?2.5 Loads and StrE'sses of PoloidaJ. FieJd Coils 
Thermal stresses are reduced to their minimum 
allowing free expansion wherever possible. The 





conductor producE"s stresses within the insulation. However, 
since the therm~l expansion ls a small fraction of the 
expansion and strain produced by the I x 8 forces, thermal 
stresses have been taken into account by sufficiently 
enlarging the safety margin. 
'fh e I x R f 0 r c Cl c tin gin t her a d i Cl 1 an d ver t i c a 1 
directions are balcnced radially by hoop stresses and 
vertical1y by a support structure. Sixteen supports resting 
on the circumference reduce bending stresses to < 10 MPa. 
'fhe different load conditions and the direction of 
vertica1 forces (up or down) depend on the configuration 
(SN, DN), the C'H coil excitation level emd sign, and the 
plasma bE"ta. An analysis identified all 11 critical load 
cases, not including fault conditions. 'fables ?~ 2nd ?5 
show a survey of these load ceses, indicating maximum values 
of the integral vertica1 coil forces Fz and the ~adial coil 
force densities FF~' The vertical forces of the single 
conductors of some coiJs act against each other. So the 
maximum force Fz inside the V ] and also V 2 coils will be 
nearly ~5 MN stressing the isolation. The spatial force 
distribution is shown in Fig.3.2.11 for the critical load 
case for the support structure. 
Figures :.2.12 to 3.2.ll show the vertical load in 
Fz(t} introduc hy each coil for the DNI and SN2 modes 
operation. The maximum load occurs in all cases at the 






All stresses of the V coils were analytically calculated. 
This was justified by the satisfactory comparison of FE 
calculations with anelytical calculations of the 0H 1 coil 
stressing, this belng the coi1 with the most critical stress 
distribution. 'J'he maximum conductor stresses in the center 
of the 0H ] coil are calculAted to amount to 1:0 MPa. 
'J'he shear stress is less than 1.5 fVlPi'l. 
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?/.F. 'I'he Poloidc;l Fiele'! eoil Support Strueture 
:./.(,.1 Design Reouirements 
'I'hp poloic'lcl co)] systen C"onsists of two indepf'ndently 
excited cojl systf'ms: 
the vertical field system (cons V] to V,); 
the ohmie heating system (CR} to rH.3). 
Both coil systems underlie mechanicel end thermal 
stresses during excitation of different time SE'quence. '1'he 
Lorentz forces for different modes of excitation are given 
b y TA b J e :1. LI. 'fI, c Y 1 i n Cl r i c fra m e wo r k w i t h 1 f; rad i alb e am 0 n 
top and bottom was concejved in order to balance these 
forces. Thf' cE'sign requirements for this framework were, in 
pa r t i c ul ? r : 
apreeise spAtial positioning of the PF coils; 
balance of the vertieal loads wi thout major 
deformations < Ir mmi 
avoidance of additional stresses, i.e. free thermal 
expansion and mechanical deformation in radial 
direction; 
simple assembly procE'dure; 
compatibiJ ity with modular assembly concept of the 'I'F 
co il s ys ten; 
sufficiently low pernf'ability 1.01 to 1.03: 
] i'ln;H? toroidal rE'si stance; 
sufficient safety margin of thE' cyclic loads to the 
fatigue limit. 
?2.~.2 Description of Support Solution 
The characteristics of the support structure dE'sign which 
fulfills these requirements are (Fig. '.2.)5): 
selfsupporting framework composed of two wheels each, 
with Jh double T-beam spokes; 
both wheels are rigidJy connected by Hi vertical becms 
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at the periphery and in t~e centre, torque-free, by a 
steel spinc'!]ej 
two nuts connect spinn]e ane'! \'Jhl?e]s free from hflcklashi 
for compensfltion of rCldia] tolerances serve wedges (tvlO 
per spoke), wh"ich also provide flccess to the interior 
of the machine in Cflse of failure; 
the combined forces of CH ane'! V coils cen rroduce 
tension and rompression in the central axis of the 
support frame. The spindlf', provided for tension only, 
is therefore encomprssed by s1it steel cylinders wh1ch 
hole'! the OHI and GH? coils Clnn balflnce the compression 
load. In orner to provide backlflsh-free force flow, 
prestressee'! rubber elements are foreseen; 
the electric insulation is provided at the ~ront end of 
the spoke beams and the radially acltlstable wedgE's; 
the selfsupporting framework is carried by P. verticcl 
beams. 
3.'.~.? Stress 1\nalysis 
The mcximum Joad occurs for single nuJl (SN) and double 
null (DN) (case 4, 
TAblE" 1.LI). The resulting stresses and d€>formfltions 
cclculatl?d by a FE beam modE"l ar€> summ~rized in Table 3.h. 
The deformfltion of the framework under SN and DN load 1s 
s ho wn in F i 9 s • ? 2. 1 h t 0 ] . ? • 1 P • Th ein te r n a 1 f 0 r c e 
distribution (normal force N, transverse forc€', ('l and 
bending moment Mb) is shown in Figs. 3.2.]9 to 3.2.20. 
??~.4 Materials 
The doublE" 'T'-btams shall be fC'lhrici'lted from austenitic 
steel ].t?11 O{ 2 Cr ]\Ti N ]P10) with 
Y i eId po in t = , 70 M P i4 
tpnsile strength = ~~n to 750 MPa 
ructilp yielf = ~r. ~ 
'T'he central column 
austenitic steel 1 .~9C,7 
(spindl~) shal1 bF 
(X sn Cr ~u NiN 7?~) 
yie10 point = 540 MPa 
tensile strenqth PRO - 9P:(l [IIIPa 
prod uc€'d from 
Af:OE X - U PGI1.1\ OE 
ductt1p yield = An %. 
80th stee1s sh811 h~ used in quenched conrlition. 
0vera11 dimensions of structure: 
ci<1mrtl?r ?~ m 
height R.t Tl' 
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m2X comhine<'! stress (van ~ieses). 
3.2.7 Plasm? Ptabi1jzation end Feedb~ck pystems 
In ASDEX UG the radial and vertica1 position and the 
shape of the plasma cross-section have to be controlled by 
active feedback, with time constants increasing in that 
order. The position controls have to avoid uncontro1led wall 
contact at unforeseen locations, whereas the shape control 
is necessary to keep the plAsmA dimensions and the divertor 
configurations fixp<,!. 
Th e s ho r tE' s t co n t r 0 J tim f' S Are ne c € s s a r y f 0 r po s s i b 1 e 
ranial displacements which nre due to fAst v~riations of 
internnI pararnl?tl?rs (Ji or ß, ,. 'They ('IrE' caused by ~HD 
manifestations like internAl sawteeth, minor disruptions, or 
Jike the new phenornena observed in dischBrges with 
high-power ~dditional heating ("fishbones" in PDX; 
sawtooth-Jike variatjons in the energy content of the 
near-boundery reqjon in ~SDFY). Control of the resulting 
horizontal plasma displacement may be essential for evoiding 
strong plasma-wall contact triggering e subsequent major 
disruption. Shafranov's formula predicts in that CBse (for 
constant applierl p~ and I p 1 a major radius reduction of the 
plasma coJum~ by 
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where n = -eIn 73lf(l1 nR i s the lIsual decey index. 
Tn ~fDF.X UG the negative d~cay index (n = -O.5) 
associated with the vertically elongated plasma consid~rably 
enhances the stiffness of the configuration aqr.inst redial 
fluctuations comp2rerl with a circular plasm2 (n +n.~). ~ 
mocest change in (3p ( i>ßp = o.?) wo ul d prod uce (at foto = 2) 
a p)2sna shift of about t • of the maior radius everi without 
passive structures (6Rd- f, cm). The stagnation point and 
the interspction points between the scrape-off layer and the 
target p]ates chi'lnge much less thAn the pl?sma exis ( /'J 2 -
3 cm). These simple estimates have been verified 8]SO by a 
seauence of €·auilibrium calculations \..dth different (3,.. and 
shiften me>gnetic ?XE'S. These displf!cements ,would seem 
toler~ble particularly in view of the relatively ]prge 
distance pJ 2sma boundery - vesse] wal], but have to bf' 
reduced in view of the reRR antennee. Controlling the 
currents in the V ~ coils by less than 20 k~ keeps the 
p12~m2 column nearly fixed. 
In c~se the p] 2Sm? j s not up-Clown 
manifestAtions mayaIso lead to rapid 
verticBl position. In fact the vertical 
movements are no longer decoupled. 
symmetric, these 
changes of the 
and horizontal 
Vertical displacements will be causen primarily by the 
inherent positional jnst~biljty of the elongeted plesma 
co]umn in ASDEX UG on the microsecond time seele. Incr~asinq 
the half-~xjs ratio and/or reducing the trianqularity 
inereases thf' desrabilizinq force. This ~Hn instability con 
he stabilized by passive conductors at least on the time 
sCille of these passive con(lt;r:tors.. The resuJ ting residual 
qrowth r0te is qiv€n by 
1 ·1 
~ = -- -_ ..... _---?f -tS<k.1e. 1 R. --
·tve.rf-
-V,hf."r0 <Cp js the L/f' t-ine const-i'1nt of th0 p(lssive 
system, f Shrb th~: stC'!bHizi.nq forCE: of the currents inducf'(' in the passivE' conrluctors am'! +ve~ the Gf'-stahi1izinr. forcE" 
'Vilthollt ?ny PflESiv€' st2hjUz?tion (s0e also sect. "l.?f'). Ir. 
this monE-:] th(~ r~(.lsmr no"es BS fl ri'lid ronnuctor ('·nd no 
pl2sn? currents ?rE' indur:f>cl. The currf'nts inollcPcl in the 
VE'sSf'l wa]}s ?1rc: not sufficipnt to yiclc Fs.rkb'::::> FlJ~ nuf" 
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to thcir relatively ]2rge rlistane~. Moreover, their dFcey 
timF is short (~Ir Ins), so that the feedback pov-;er \Yould 
he excessive. ~epRr?te passive loops co~sist of toroid~l 
segments with low induetivF up-down electricel connections 
which permit s~rldJe currents to flow. An optinization of thc 
position 2nd the mini~um numher of such con~uctors has been 
In ?1 C e pro v i 0 in Cl (\ S ll·.f fj c i rm t s t 2 h j1 i t Y [:12 r q i n ( F 5""f-cd, > ]. S 
FVe..yt. ,. 'Three r;>ssivf' 100ps (Cl:ir>mEter C. J m) 10cated ,."hove 
~n~ three he]ow the torus mirlplane ?t thp torus outsid( 
unoer 2bout ± 1';('0 from thf' pl;1Sm? centr!?· (sPE' Fiq. 3.2.21) 
h2vinq an average distAnce froM the m2gnetic ~xjs of 0.7 m 
are sufficient for pAssive st2biJ iZAtior, of thp sinrr' f" nuJ J, 
doubJe nu1J anc'l the pump 1 imiter eonfigur('ltions. 'rh!?: 
residual growth r~tes depend on the number of the up-down 
. -t 
return conductors llsed 2nd are lower than JC s 
This resic'luRl growth has then to he stabilized by an 
active feedhack system. The Ioeation of the feedback 
conductors should be as cIose as possibJe to th~ plasmA in 
ordFr to reduce the power. 0n the other hand, in 2 fusion 
reactor it would be desirahle to pIece the active coils far 
away from the pI?sma to reducc the radiation level for the 
necessFlry insu1?tors. For l'~DF.X UG two positions of the 
2ctive coiJs (consisting cf one coi1 above 2nd one below the 
torus midpl~ne) have been considered, one within the TF coil 
(J m distance from the plasmf! c:entre) anc'l one outside the '1'F 
coiJ (?-.7 m c'listi'lnce, see Fiq. ?2.?1). l', model inc1uc'ling 
the circuit ecuations of passive and active coils Flnrl a 
rigirlly movjng rlasm~ has h~en studied numeric21ly. The 
active amplifier includes a position, velocity and pxcursion 
inte~rGted feedback gain (prn controller). U~ß = -Gz - G z -
Gh J zeH. The condition for the adiust.nent of t.he gains hAS 
heen to produce a rl2~Fef response of the system whose dec2Y 
time equals thc resjdu~J growth times of the passivrly 
stabilizerl vertic?] motion J/, yieldjng the fo]]ov/ing goin 
foctors: int.ern?] feec'lback ro]] c: > 2('0 V/rn; 25 <G v (lO(1 
Vs/m; externfll fE"pcb2ck coil G > hnC' V/mi 50 (Gv<I~O Vs/m. 
~ssumjng an initi~l velocit.y of the p]as8Fl coIumn with v = 
0.0c:.K' ('.5 f:1/s the maximum E"xcursions of thE" pJi1Sr1? position 
are oe1o\-l J. 5 cm. 'I'he vo] tages anrl powers necEssary for 1 wp. 
p12sm? current are ot about Jn V and 200. kW for thc inner 
feedback Joops anrl ~n V and ~ MW for the externa] feedback 
loops. '1'he reoui rements of the active control power depend 
proportionallyon the squares of the initie.l plasmo velocity 
and the toroic'l2J plasma current, decrease strongJy with 
increasing maximal plasma excursion, riepend approximate1y 
inverselyon the passively reduced vertica1 growth r?te and 
increase strongJy with the dist?nce of the active control 
coils from the rJ?1Sm2 centre, as is shown hy the examp1es. " 
1 imited feec'lb2ck response duc to 2 capacitive tern in thc 
feedback transfer function is not criticaJly as ]ong as this 
time constant is shortpr then ~n msec. 
The t:i.mes for shape deformations and current diffusion 
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are in the second range. 
3.2.? Stabilization Loops 
Stabilization loops are passive single-turned poloidal 
field coils exclusively linken with the radial component of 
the poloidal field ,so that a vertical plasma motion induces 
currents in them which are directed to counteract that 
motion. They are required to slow down the extremely high 
growth rate of the vertical position instability of an 
elongated plc3sma to values \vhich can be controlled by an 
active feedback mechanism. Ta accomplish this function, the 
loops must be designed to satisfy the condition (see 
sect.3.?7). 
f:: /-;, r~\o ~.:l ( J~i ).!. i}~ > 1 ._- = F v,,',-I-. :> .- 1</0 ( d l.),,:) L ... .tc:... 'J~ 
where L means the sel f-inductivity of the loops 
and al'-1t1:r the rate of ch;.mge of the mutual ineuctivity 
between the pI asma ;:md the loops wi th the ver t i ca 1 pl asma 
posi t ion. 
Put in the actual values of ~SDEX UG, the condition 
reaos: 
-r-
rve,-I. .> 1 
The resulting 9 rowth rate becomes 
1 L 
r= with /"-'t< ': ------I '0~(f-l) R 
which ealls for? resistance R of 
loops as smal] as possible ane for a clear 
the condition by an appropriate choice of 
the co i J. • rv2.L 
the stabilization 
satisf~ction of 
the position of 
For J\Sf'EY UG the proposec1 ?rr?ngement (see Fig. 2 .. ,+ 
h~s pravr~ to be the only on~ by which this condition C2n hF 
fulfillFd without interceptinq the r]2Sm? scrarp-off lRyer 
hy the loops. Jt yie~ds : 
/ s f-s/rJ b 
CI n (I Cl e pe n (I i n gon so PH? cl (' t (" i 1 s. 0 f t he f in? 1 des i g n , a 
resultinq growth rate of 
These values Are not grF~tly Affected by combining thc J 
separate conrluetors eAch loor was ?ssume~ to consist of 
(Fiq. ?7.21), to a sinqle construcrive unit. '[bis was 
npcessary for 2. rh"l,Jiz,"'lh]f' c:onstructive concept which meets 
the ad~ition21 requireMPnts on strenqtb ?nd diagnostic 
access. 
For safety reasons the mechanjcal design of the loops 
must be based on the relative]y high force load v/hieh will 
appear If the active feedback circuit fails to ererate 
properly. Assuming a possible free plasma motion without 
contact to any limiting material of 0.15 m a current of al 
least 70 kA (for I p = 2 MA) will then be induced in the 
1 00 ps 1 e a d in q t 0 f 0 rc e s wh ich are s h 0 wn i n F i 9 • 3. ;7 • 2 2 • 
These forces are too lcrgE' to be C1bsorbed or even, to bE' 1 ed 
inte the outer structure of the experimE'nt by the relatively 
frag]}e vacuum vessel. Therefere the forces, as far QS t.heir 
radial compenents are coneerned, must be taken up by the 
stabilization loops themselves and, as far as the net 
vertical forces 2re concerned, a separate support struct.ure 
must be provided to lead them through four of the eight 
large vessel ports in the outer structure of the experimE'nt. 
Thus a total mE'chanical and t.hE'rmal decoupl ing of the 
stabilizatior. loops from thc vacuum vE'ssel can be achieved. 
Figure 3.2.2~ shows the schematic setup of thc total passive 
stabilization system. It.s present design is largely 
determined by efforts to avoid any limitation ef the 
diagnostic access to the plasma. It consists of four single 
loops of different size mechanically combjnea by four 
bridges which provide the electrical connections between the 
upper and lower parts of tte loops and accommodate at the 
same time the neCE'ssary electrical insulation between the 
loops. The arrangement corresponas to the electrical 
partition of the vessel and allows to dispense with any 
insulation between the loops and the vessel. 
To meet the reauirements on conductivity and strength, 
the conductor must probably be made of copper. Its use 
yielos presentJy somE' margins, as a first stress analysis 
Das shown. This mjght be very helpful in the further course 
of the design when coping with some problems in more detail 
Jike current bridges, cool ing measures or soluble 
connections requireo by assembly neeos. P.nyway, the 
conductors must be shielded against the energy flux frorn the 
plasma to limit the sputtering effects. This will be 
achieved by covering the coils with a graphite layer. To 
avoid too large temperature excursions, active cooling might 
be necessary. 
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Magnetie Flux and Current Charaeteristics 
- symmetrie operation of the coils (DN) -
-v Coil Currents 






















Magnetic Flux and Current Characteristics 
- unsymmetric operation 01'" the coi (SN)-
- V Coil Currents 
84 
2 MA were chosen in order to provide for 1.8 MA 
with 10% safety margin. I p = 1.8 MA is conceivable 
for q 6' 2 operation and I p . Bo ~ 4.5 MA. Fif). 3. 2.~ 
Z ON1: 4.75 MAT 
I SN2: 1.87MAT 
3.76MAT 
C8JV1 
~OH2 , O.24MATOH3 
I ~V2 
· ON1: -3.64 MAT 
I SN2:-0.88MAT 
· 
_ 0 N 1: 1. 21 MA T 
I 24.0 MAT r:gJ V3 SN2: - 0.99 MAT OH1 
+-. . -'--'-_. .--. . ----:'" - R ". 
I C8J V3 ON1: 1.21 MAT 
· SN2:-0.77MAT 
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I S N2: -3.7 6 MAT ~V2 
I ~OH2 . o.24MATOH3 
I 3.7.6 MAT ~ V1 ON1: 4.75 MAT 
· 
I S N2: 5.77 MAT 
I 
Maximum Currents in the Poloidal Field Coils 
symmetrie operation DN 





b - ---R 
.2.8 OH Field Distribution 
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a) Contour Lines of constant Magnetic Flux 
b) Contour Lines of constant Flux Density 
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RV3.44-65 a I3.5E-3 
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Fig. 3.2.9 
Poloidal Field Network Simulation 
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Fig. ).2.10'a Induced Plasma Loop Voltage V vs. 
Resistance of the Vacuum vess~1 Rv 
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Integral vertical I x B Forces of the PF Coils 
Maximum load of the support structure (load case 4) 
(in brakes) maximum values of the coils induced at different.. loads 



































Fig. 3.2.12 Vertical Load F (t) for DN Operation 
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ASDEX-UG #STUETZSTRUKTUR DER PF-SPULEN# - SN FALL 4 -




ALPHA= 30.00 BETA= 60.00 
FACTOR= 0.1500 
(N,I'1M,K) 




··"staiic de{ormeci stru.ktur 
Fig. 3.2.16 Finite Element Modell 
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ASDEX-UG l'STUETZSTRUKTUR DER ?F-SPULEtU - ON FALL 4 -
STATIC LOAD CASEI 
04/ l2/83 
IAXIS- 8 ALPHA= 0.00 BETA= 90.00 































Fig. 3.2.17: Deformation of the framework under DN load 
ASDEX-UG #STUETZSTRUKTUR DER PF-SPULEN# 
STATIC LOAD CASEI 
SN FALL 4 (N ,Mt1, K) 
04/12/83 
IAXIS= :3 P,LPHA= 0.00 BETA= 90.00 
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Fig. 3.2.18: Deformation of the framework under SN load 
V20. 
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Fig. 3.2.20: Internal forces distribution under SN load 
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1.: The Vacuum Vessel SysteM 
~.3.l The Vessel Concept 
" 
The vacuum vessel concept of }\·f-.DEX UG is 0 further 
development of that successfully used in }\SDEX. Maintaining 
the good access to the plasma, little space required for the 
wall structure and good attachment possibilities for 
divertor pletes and diagnostic elements the vessel is 
adapted to higher thermal and electromagnetic loads and the 
modular assembly of the AsrEX UG. The specific features of 
the vessel ere: 
seJf-supporting toroidal shell 
wedge-sh~ped segments of a D-shaped 





the corners of the J~ polygon ?r€ placed in the 
symmetry pJant>s of the TF ~oils and Clre reinforced by 
ribs and flanges along the poloid?l circumference of 
the vesseJ (Fig. :'.??); 
fo ur segrnen ts fo rm a Cl (i°vesse 1 moc. ul e; 
the vessel modules, pre-assembled with the 
corresponding TF coils and magnet structure have to b~ 
bol ted together from inside the vessel to form the 
to r us ; 
the vacuum tightness at these joints is given by a 
copper-coated Helicoflex-O-ring backed by a 
Viton-O-ring. In the space between these O-rings a 
separate V2cuum of approiimately 0.1 mbar can be 
establ ished for testing purposes during 2ssembly and 
for reduction of possible leaks during operation; 
each of the four vessel modules incorporates Cln 
electrical break. In order to s?tisfy the V2cuum 
regui rE'l'1E'nts these brec3Ks are covered by mete]] ic 
hello'itlS which reduce the torojoF1] electric2] resistanc .. 
of the vess('l to O.?r::. ~n (Fig.:'.??); 
thp vessel is surporte~ hy thp !'!?onpt 
b 2 r s \<:h i c b er. (" b 1 f' fr e e , Co n r (n tri c 
r.~ld nq up to 1 E:;r r.; 
vi~ eiqht t~nsion 
exp?nsion durinq 
exr~nsion eleMrnts b~tween the tension bars nn~ tr.e 
m2qnet provire ? constant height of the vesscl 
mir.pli'me, indppec1ent of the vesse] temperature; 
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the vpsse1 wa11, divertor rlf1tes, hp2lt shield end 
diegnostic e~ements CAn be RctivFly coo]ed by water; 
attflc~m€nt of elpments insi~e the vesse] will be done 
using 2 stua welcting techniaue devcloped especially for 
vccuum applica~jon. 
The 8ccess to the interior of the "c-sse] 
f 0 J 1 0 "',1 i ng po r t s : 
is given by .. 
P horizontal ports of a rectflngulflr cross-seetion, 40 
cm wide and RC cm high for assembJy purposes, 
diagnostics, pumping and stabilizfltion loops; 
30 horizontal ports of 28 cm diameter for divertor 
pumping; 
2 inclined ports of 20 cm diRmter for neutra} beam 
diagnost.ic; 
16 horizontal ports of 77 cm diamter for ICR hefltingj 
28 vprtical ports of ]0 cm diamter for laser 
diagnostics ane observrtion of the rCRH antennAsi 
8 vertical ports of 5 cm diamter for laser diagnostics. 
3.?2 Parameters of the Vessel 
Outer diameter in horizontal direction: 
inner diameter In horizontal direction: 
diameter in verticEI direction: 
maximum wall thickness on R 
tot a I we i 9 h t : 
volume: 
interna1 wall area of the equivalent 
torus with smooth surface: 
internal wall area taking into account 
the convolutions of the beJlows: 
internal wall areR incIuding the heat 
shieId, divertor plotes find ports: 
electrical resistance in toroidal 
direction: 
electrical resistance in po1oidf'1 
direction: 
maximum baklng tempereture: 
vessel and bellows material: 
thprmal insul?tion of the vessel 
5.2 In 
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3.~.3 Str~ss Calculations 
The largest rn~chanicBl stress on the v~ssel occurs in the 
separation plans, in particular in the assernbly joints, 
electrical breaks and bE'·1]ows. The stress calculations havE' 
therefore been concentrated on t~ese parts of the vessel, 
primarily to ensur~ the tightness of the torus and to 
rn i n im i z e t h e el ast i c cl e form a ti 0 n s at t h e po r t s • 
~trnospheric pressure load: The atmospheric pressure of I 
bar acting on the vessel surfaee generates in the wall hoop 
forces 'which vary a]ong the poloidal C'ircumference from lOB 
Nimm tension to lPO Nimm compression with a mean value of ~e 
Nimm C'ompression. Responsible for this variation are the 
aspect rptio of the torus, the low wall thickness and the 
straight inner part of the vessel, i'lcting as a cylinder 
under interna1 pressure (Fig. ?3.~). The compression has to 
be transmitted by the 12rge contact area of the-flanges, the 
tension hy threaded bolts of 20 mrn diamter spaced 
equidist?nt a10ng the poloidel circumference of the vesse]. 
At the assembly joint i'l constant compression of 2rr Nimm is 
requtred to ensure the vacuum tightness of the Helicoflex-
i'lnc Viton-O-rinqs. Together these forces result in Cl tension 
at the boJts of 25 kN which have to be compensated by an 
?dequate pre-tension. By use of a cold worked stainless 
steel with a yield strength of 270 MPa apre-tension of 50 
kN c~n be achieved - sr ~ more than the actual tension at 
the assembly joint. 
The bolts at the electrica] breaks are exposed only to 
tensjon caused by Btmospheric pressure and provide therefore 
a larger safety margin. 
The dimensioning of the belJows is also determined by the 
atmospheric pressure. ~s shown in Fig. 3.3.5, the maximum 
stress and deflection of the bel10ws depend very much on 
their m~jor curvature ~nd reach maximum va]ues for 2 plane 
corrugi'lted sheet (infinite curv?ture radius). 
In JlSDF,X ue th~ beJ]ov;s At the- cy] indricCll part of the 
vessel coule be curvp~ m2xim~l]y with a r~dius of 7000 ~m. 
This al1o\-le(l to reduce tr:e beJJoVJ stress by 55 % to 150 r.'!Pn 
comp?red with ('l straight bellow ] ink, a va]ue which reaches 
~n % of bel'o", ffi?teri=:l yiel(! strc·ngth (Fig. ?<.fi). 
~hp 40 MPa stressrs in the vpssel wall cause(! hy the 
atrnospheric pressur€ are neq]jgib1y low. 
(';ravity 10eG: "1 so the vleight of the v('5sel of 
~pproxim?tcly 2~ t genFr~tes very ]ow stresses in the shell. 
Low, but not neo) igjble are the tension forces which, 
similar to those produced by the 2tmospheric pressure, 
reduc€· the prc-tension of the halts (hg. 3.~.Ll). 
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The position of the vessel supports ~t thc large radius 
of ]POO MM is n eompromise b€tween the distortion of the 
vessel shel] and ports and the access for assembly ~nd 
maintenance purposes. 
Thermal load: ~11 parts of the vessel are shielded from 
direet plasMa cont~ct by various in-vessel components (heat 
shieIn, dive-rtor plCltes, antennas ete.). The heCit load on 
the vessel is thereforE:' solely (]ue to radiation from the 
plasma, which, on average, amounts to 0.1 MW/m z in the 
standard ease and to 0.2 MW/m~ in eBse of 100 % radiation 
from the main plasma. This requires aetive eooling Guring 
pul se interval for the vE'ssel and other exposed eomponents. 
The vessel will be coolen from the outside by the heating 
and eooling system pIso usen for bake-out. 
In the worst eBse (lnn % radiation during a 10 s 
wi th ] () MW of heating power) the temperature oe the 
surfaee of the vessel rises by 95 K. The resulting 
stress (tension) of 130 MPa, is not criticaJ. 
temperature equilibration the vessel will be 35 K 






'T'hin in-vessel components f>xposed to the radiation 
up excessively and are therefore not permitted. For 





Eleetromagnetic lo;>ds c1uring pl.asma disruption: The 
~iscontinuities in the vesse] resistance at the electrical 
bredks lead to large shear forees along the electrical 
breaks during a hard plasma disruption {Fig. 3.?7}. 
The eddy current calculations were performed with the aie 
of an extended version of FEDIFF, a computer programme based 
on the Fi n He EI ement 1'-Te two r k· method. Ex tend ed by Cl 
post-processor anö input of external magnetie fie]ds the 
resulting force distribution has been used dircctly as input 
for the Mpchanieal stress analysis with the SAP finite 
element code. 
The force Jockinq design of the eleetrical breaks of the 
vessel resulted from the above analysis. The toroidaJ 
distribution of the eleetromagnetic forees, up to 4' times 
the atmospherie pressure, causes bencing stresses in the J5 
mm thick vessel wall and twisting cf the electrieal break 
flanges (Fig. 3.3.8). Ry introduction of reinforcements 
inside the vessel the stresses in the shell have been 
redueed to 150 MPa and ~eformations to values below ] mm. 
The mechfinicCl1 Clesign of the divertor plates, separation 
plates and heat shield is still besed on estiroates of loads 
expected during Cl plasma disruption. Detailed ealculations 
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will be done together with the final optimization of the 
vessel. 
3.3.4 Divertor plates (DP) and Heat Shield 
General description of the divertor region (Fig. :.3.1): 
The pI i"! sm Cl flowing along the field I ines outside the 
sepatatrix impinges on the DP. The plates have to withstand 
the heat load. 
Hydrogen atoms neutralized at the target plates are 
either reionized within the divertor plasma or escape to the 
outer divertor region, depending on their line of flight. On 
the outside this region is separated from the main plasma 
chamber hy the separation p]Ates, which prevents the direct 
recycling of the neutrals from the civertor region to the 
main plasma. 0n the inner DP no such separation is possible • 
.• 
In single-null oper?tion only the lower divertor pletes 
are used. The upper DP's facilitate double-nulloperation 
without changing the in-vesse] structure. In this cese, 
howevpr, there is no separate divertor chamber in the upper 
divertor region. PlI necessary connections will be provided 
such that symmetrical divertor structure for double-null 
operation can be instal1ed with a minimum of construction 
time. 
'I'hermal load, material selection: 
determine material selection: Thermal 10 
have low -Z material. 
Two considerations 
and the desire to 
Cf the low-Z materials graphite (or TiC-coated graphite) 
has been successfulJy used in several tokamaks. It has also 
been chosen for ASDEX UG. It offers the additional advantage 
that i t can afford high povJer bursts, as may occur due to 
run-away electrons or during disruption, without permanent 
damage. Whether the coating i5 really necessary, is not yet 
clear at tpe moment. More information on this pe.rticular 
point will be av~i]ob]~ by the time the final deeision hflS 
to b€ t2ken. 
The expected distribution of thermal 1080 on the outer DP 
iss ho ... m i n F i g. 1 • J • 0 ( po Wf' r tot he in n E' r D Pis si m i 1 Cl r) • 
'The 2ssumrtions usen, name]y e. tot?] pOVler of 2.~ MltJ to the 
outer DP ~nrl an e-folcing Jrngth ~E = ] cm?t the equator 
?re conserv?tivE'. Th!" formfr corresponds to apower 
deposition of 50 ~ of the tot?]· power to the DP, which is 
more th~n i5 usuRlly ohserved in ~fD~X. 
'rh ~. ] -d f '") r:: MI< .. ! .l- b t k b' . 11 
_ .. e m <:; x 1 m um 0 Cl C _'." . v· m c.? n €' a e n y 1 np r t la y 
cooled gre.phite pJetes for pulse durations of up to 10 s. 
Steady-state cooling of gr2.phite exposeo to this load is not 
possible with presently availabJe tpchnology. We therefore 
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use inertiel cDoling. For 10 s pulse duration this requires 
a thickness of d = 2 cm. eooling in between pulses is 
necessary for the planned repetition rate of 5 to Ir rnin. An 
l. 
effective heat transfer coefficient of 0.] W/cm K is 
sufficient. This could be marginally cbtainerl with 
mechanical clamping" to a cooIE'G mE'trd pI ate. The nesign 
o€scriben below promisf's better va] ups. The surface 
temperature on the hottest spot will reech ]000 C in a 10 s 
pulse, the graphite will be coo]eo to below ]00 C between 
pulses. 
Design of the DP: The desiqn which is studiE'd at 
is shown in Fig. ??JO. The grf'phite piete (I(1 x 
is clarnped to a water-cooled steinfess steel plete. 
to improve the heat transfer between the gtaphite 
steel, a ~o/Cu sandwich is braised to the graphite. 
present 
"-10 cm ) 
In order 
and the 
The most severe m€chanical load occurs during'disruption. 
Due to the subdivision into individual tiles, the stresses 
are reduced below critical values. 
Inner heat shield: As mentioned above, the be]]ows heve 
to be protected from the plasma radiation. On the inside of 
the torus this is accomplished by an actively cooled 
stainless steel toroidal shield. Direct plasma contact of 
this shield rnay occur. The shield is therefore armoured with 
graphite mushrooms similar to those of the ZEPHYR design. 
Thus the shield mayaIso be used as large area toroidal 
limiter. For full power operation with 50 % power deposition 
at the limiter it can be used for approxim~tely 3 s. 
3.3.5 The Vacuum Pumping System 
The vacuum pumping system is similar to the one of ASDEX 
It consists of turbo-mo]ecu]a~ pumps, backed by roots 
blowers and forepumps. The turbo, pumps are connected to the 
aucts thatleao to the divertor region. The upper and the 
lower ducts each have one common fore vacuum line. The pumps 
can also be used for pumping the divertor region during the 
discharge. ~t first ]~ pumps will be used in the lower 
divertor region. Additional pumps can be installed in the 
upper divertor region for double-null oper2tion lateron. The 
requirement that the turbo pumps have to be at sufficiently 
low magnetic fleld results in fairly long pumping ducts plus 
magnetic shielding of the pumps. The conductance L end 
effective pumping speed SufI per pump, as calculated frorn 
the design, is shown in the following table: 
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Conductönce L fl/s) 
Clir H He 
upper duct 830 22('(1 31CO 















For est.imat.ing Se//- ' a 3500 l/s turbo pump was assumed. 
In c3ddit.ion Cl eryo pump will be connect.ed to one of t.he 
large openings to double t.he pumping speed for wat.er vapour 
during discharge cleaning. 
Wit.h t.his syst.em, we expect. pumring t.imes of Ih of fore 
-'r-pumping and about. lOh t.o reach 10 mbar. The base vacuum 
will be in t.he JO-~ mbar r?nge (n'lO-~ mbar wit.h ö degassing 
- 10 .l 
rat.e of :;>. I r, mbar l/s cm emd Cl surface area of 300 m ). 
- 8 The leaks are specified (as in ,l'ISDEX) t.o below 2·· 10 mbar 
l/s. The leaks t.herefore have no influence on t.he base 
pressure or the recont.arninat.ion of discharge-cleaned 
surfaces. 
During the discharge one expects a neutral 
equivalent t.o 10- 3 t.o 5'10- 3 mbeH in the divert.or 
- ~1 
Thus of t.he order of (I t.o 5)x 10 H at.oms l/s are 
by the ext.ernal pumps. 




The st.andards, qua] jt.y cont.rol and assembly t.echniques 
applied t.o the vacuurn vessel for ASDEX are identical with 
t.hose required for ,l'ISDFX UG. Therefore the experience 
obtained in manufacture end Bssembly on sit.e can direct.ly be 
used for ASDEX UG. After de1ivery of t.he four vessel 
segments t.he following assembly procedure is foreseen: 
c3ssembly of vessel segments toget.her with 3 TF coils 
2nd rcspective mClgnet st.ructure to modules; 
assembly of t.he modules, adjust.ment. and vacuum-t.ight 
connect.ion of the vessel segments; 
v?cuum test of the vessel 
t em Fe r? tu re ; 
2t roorn 2nd baking 
welding of the hori7ontal rorts, access from outsidf 
the vessel; 
welding of the vertical ports, access from inside; 
cle2ning of the jnner vessel wall; 
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essembly of the di~gnostic elements, divertor plates, 
separation plates, st~bilization l~ops, ICRH ante~nas, 
heat shieJd, ete. inside the vessel; 
connection of eooling pipes and control 
olltsidp the vErsseI ; 
element.s 
attaehment of the vertieal ?nd redial vessel supports; 
elosing the ports and assembly of 
diagnosties, vaeuum system, ete; 
final lec.k test. 
3.3.7 Collaboration with Industry 
the externel 
The high thermal and electromagnetic loads on the vessel 
on one hand and the flexibilit.y in operation of ASDEX UG 
(single, double null or llmiter eonfiguration) on the other, 
required the development of new techniques for the vacuum 
vessel. 
Development activities at IPP: 
app] ic~tion of stud welding In vacuum and nuelear 
engineering (German patent No. :13]055) - all elements 
inside the vessel will be attached by this method; 
non-destructive in situ testing device for all 
stllds (German patent No. 3210825) - incrp2se of 
margin and better use of the material; 
wel ded 
sa fety 
heat shield basee on the large area limiter as 
developed for ZEPHYR (German patent No. ?125970) - heat 
shield of the inner wall of the vessel; 
expansion elements for passive compensation of thermal 
movements of the vessel during baking and operation 
integrated in the vertical supports; 
double sealed metallic coupling for the cooling inside 
the vesse] - divertor plates, heöt shield, etc.; 
electrical breaks of the vessel eapable of 
transmitting shear forces of up to 700 Nimm. 
Acitivities with industry: 
development of divprtor plate elpments for 





d~veJopm~nt and testing of remote-controlled devices 
for welding the ports during assembly at Linde AG/ FRG; 
optimization of the vessel design concerning the 
distortion of the structure during welding and heat 
treatment - collaboration with Linde ~G, FRG; 
~ 
dpve)oprnent and testing of the double seal for the 
assernbly joints of the vessel collaboration with 
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+ Dead Weight 
i> 
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, 
Maximum Values of Unit Atm. Pressure Dead Weight ; Atm. Pressure 
24 t : + Dead Weight 1 bar 
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Hoop force (tension) 108 89 109 
11 (compression) 11 175 52 216 
Deformation AR at Ri mm 0.04 0.00 0.04 
11 ~R at Ra 
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stress (von Mises) MPa 12 15 
Fig. 3.3.4 Roop Forces Deformation and Stress in the Vessel Shell 
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Fig. 3.3.5 stresses and Deformation of the Bellows as Function of the Curvature 
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Fig. 3.3.6 Results of FE-Calculation for the flat part of the bellows 







Fig. 3. J. 7a Force density distribution at 
the electrical gap 
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Fig. 3.3.9 Power deposition on the outer divertor plate. 
(x = 0 is the intersection of the separatrix). 
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/ Layout of the Divertor 




3.~ Assembly of the Tokamak System 
~.4.J Gener~l 
The modular design of the ASDEX UG tokamak system and its 
topologically de-coupled coil systems allow simple and time 
saving assembly. 
The toroidal system is subdivided into four 90 degree 
sectors. Two of them will be assembled in their final 
positions. Two others will be assembled on moveable 
platforMs which will then be shifted toward the fixed ones 
and connected with them. The poloidal field coi]s have got a 
support structure of their own which can be set'up after the 
four toroidal sectors have been mounted. 
The choice of the assembIy eoncept has been guided by the 
idea to use only standerd assembly teehniques. Remote 
assembly, disassemhly and maintenance are not envisaged 
because the activations of the strueture will be kept low 
enough in any eBse. 
The assembly faejlities, e.g. cr?nes, hydrauJ ic 
etco, will be made of ferromagnetic steel and removed 
the experiMental ares after completion of assembJy. 
result the aceess to the plasma is not hampered 
stationary assembIy equipment. 
~oß.2 Prerequisites for ~ssemb]y 





the foundations have been integrated into the basic 
pIete 
the radiBtfo~ shielding wall is finished; 
the ra~iation shi~ldinq cejlinq ~ot yet mounte~; 
te~t assembly of vacuum vessel I TF and PF structure 
have been successfuJly tRrminated. 






~ount the R vFrtical TF support bearers. 
Deposit multipole coils Vlu and V?u on fleor con-
centric to thf center ef experiment. 
Fet up the assembl.y pl?tforms for the four 
toroidöl sec tors. 
Assemble sectors 11 end IV in their final 
position nnd sectors I nnd 111 on the moveable 
p1atforms, nS folIows: 
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thread on 3 ~F coils on ve.cuum vessel; 
assemble lower TF structure elements; 
set 90 degree vacuum vessel on lower TF structure~ 
assembJe upper TF structure elements; 
pre-assemble the elements inside the vacbum vessel. 
Deposit eH coil 1 on floor of experiment hall 
concentric to center of experiment. 
Shift rnoveable sectors 11 and IV in their final 
position and connect TF structure to e torus. 
Connect vacuum vesse] segments to torus. 
WeId in the missing two horizontal ports. 
WeId in all vertical ports~ 
Disassemble assembly platforms. 
Cast the tolerance balancing elements at TF vault 
end TF structure. 
1. JI..djust and fix vacuum vessel within 'I'F structure. 
m. Place OH coil I end central column in their final 
position and preassemble the other PF coils close 
to their final position. 
n. Set up PF structure end assemble of PF coils. 
o. Disassernble all assembly facilities. 
p. Install bus bars, cooling tubes, pumping 
duc ts, etc. 
122 
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Fig. 3.4.3.1 Assembly of 90 Degree Modul 
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Fig. 3.4.3.2 Assembly Principle 
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4. Power Supply 
4.1 Load Components 
Steady-state and emergency power consumption of ASDEX UG 
is very similar to that of the existing experimental devices 
at IPP. Therefore both requirements can be covered by supply 
facilities already available. 
Pulse power is needed for: 
toroidal field coils; 
OH transforMer; 
multipol coils; 
auxiliary plasma heating ano 
r1?SM? stabilization loops. 
Pulse power can be provided by IPP's fly wheel generators 
up to parameter ranges envisaged at present. Adaption of 
rectifiers to load data is necessary. The maximum parameters 
which the tokamak system is designed for, can be attained 
for each individual component. For simultaneous operations 
of all components the choice of parameters has to be 
adjusted to the power and energy limitations. 
~.2 IPP's Pulse Power Facjlities 
Data of f1 y wheel 
Energy (f.'1J) 
Power ( p,ilVA. ) 
Voltage (k V) 
Currl?nt ( kJq 
Frl?quency (Hz) 
Pul se 1 E'ng th (s) 
Pulse breiik (s) 
Data of rpctifil?rs: 
Number of modules 
Type 
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Mode of operation ser i es 
parallel 
ser ies 
pa r.; 11 el 
*) Two rectifiers c~n bF operated in current 
reverse mode. 
4.3 Maximum Requirements for Individual Components 
~.~.] Toroidal Field Magnet 
Fig. 4.3.1.] shows voltage, current, power and energy of 
the toroidal magnet versus time for its maximum ~ield of K 
~. The current rise time of Psis determined by the ~aximum 
voltage of the rectifiers of REZ 3. 
Fig. ß.3.l.2 shows a circuit diagram of 
field power supp1y. The two ny wheel 
operated in parallel. I\s the freauencies of 





to avo id loop 
The TF magnet i s symmetr ice1 I y 9 rounded by a fuse. In 
case of an accidental earth leakage, the fuse interrupts the 
earth loop and major energy deposition at the earth leakage 
area can be avoided. 
4.3.2 OH Transformer 
Fig. 4.3.2.J shows the electri~al data of the OH circuit 
versus time for a maximum plasma current of 2 Ml\ in the case 
of single nulloperation. Total magnetlc flux swing: 9.5 Vs. 
Fig. ~.3.?2 shows the circuit diagram of the OH circuit. 
It Is based upon that of W VII which has been successfully 
in operation for several years. 
Excitation Phase: The breakers 01a and Qlb are open. Q2 
Is closed. The rectifiers REZ 3a and RFZ ~b charge the OH 
coi1s at a constant vo1tage to its maximum current of 47.5 
kJ\ • 
Break-down Phase: Toward the end of the excitation phase 
the vacuum breakers OJe and Qlb c]ose and Q2 opens. The 
valves VI and V2 ignite and the precharged capacltor C 
forces the current of the breakers to zero. So 01a and 0Jb 
can be opened and the OH current Is commutated into R2. l\s a 
result the current drops at a time constant of L IR and 
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this induces the ignition voltage in the plasma (approx. 50 
V). The saturable inductance LS decreases the dJ/dt when the 
current is close to zero and facilitates circuit breaking. 
Low- ßp-Phase: Already during the break-down phase the 
voltage of the rectifiers is reversed. J.\t a constant level 
of 2.~ kV the plasm~ current can be increased up to 90 % of 
its maximum value within 1.5 s. This rise time was chosen in 
order to keep the power necessary for the multipol coils 
within the limits of the pulse power capacity. 
Heat-up and High-!3p-Phase: During these phases simple 
rectifier control provides the current changes necessary for 
the plasma voltage required (0.25 V during plasma current 
f1 at-top) • 
4.3.3 Multipol Coil System 
Fig. ~.~5~.1 shows the currents in the individual 
multipol coils and the total power and energy required for 
single nulloperation at a plasma current of 2 MJ.\. For 
simplicity the voltages have not been shown but are quoted 
in Fig. 4.3.3.2. This single null mode denot.ed as SN 1, is 
characterized by relatively low power and energy 
requirements. Single null mode SN 2, which is quoted in 
other parts of this report, cannot be operated up to a 
plasma current of 2 MA because of the high power required 
for the multipol coils during the current rise time. 
Operation up to l.n MA plasma current is possible. 
For double nulloperation the power requirements are much 
higher than for single nulloperation. Therefore the plasma 
current for double nulloperation is limited to about 1.2 
MA. Fig. 4.3.3.2 shows the circuit diagram for SN 1 
operation. Fach coil has got a rectifier of its own because 
of the different currents. J.\ supply system where the upper 
and ]ower multipol coils have different numbers of turns 
which are switched two by two in series is under 
investigation. 
The coils V?o and V?u could also be used AS a 
active vertical plasma stabilization. This and 
employing independent stabilization coils 
investiq2ted. 
~.~.~ JCRB Heatinq 
meClns fo r 
Cl solution 
has been 
The nost likely heating concept to be chosen for J.\SDEX UG 
is leHH. 'lne total heating power amounts to <1bout }O M~v. 
Assuming an efficiency of 50 %, an electrical input power of 
20 MW is necessary. This power will be provided by the fly 
wheel generators on the 3-phase ~C leve}. Thp rectifier 
modules are considered to be part of the heating syste~. 
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~.A Pulse Power for Reference Operation 
Fig. ~.~.l shows the power requirements for the toroidcl 
field system (TF), 1;:.he OH transformer (OH), the mul tipol 
coils (MP) and JCRH heating for the reference operation data 
of 
Bo = 3.25 T and 
I p = 1. (; Ml\ 
in the case of single nulloperation (SN 1). The addition 
of these figures yields the total power Pt" which is weIl 
below the maximum power available for a pulse length shorter 
than 10 s. The integral of P~ provides the total energy 
VV~ required for reference operation. The energy which can 
be withdra~~ from the fly wheel generators allows a pulse 
". length of approx. P s. 
In principle the circuits are the same CIS already shown 
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Fig. 4.3.1.2 Tbroidal Field-Power SupplyjCircuit Diagrarn: 
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Fig. 4.3.2.1 OH-Transformer-Power SUPRly/Voltage (U), Current (J), 






























Fig. 4.3.2.2 OH-Transformer-Power Supply/Circuit Diagram 
ROH = 32mn 
LOH = 61mH 
Jr w P MJ MW 
2,4 1200 120 
2.0 1000 100 
1.6 800 80 
1.2 600 60 
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Fig. 4.3.3.1 Multipol System-Power Supply/Currents per coil (V), 
Plasma Current (Ip ), Total Power (P) and Energy (W) 
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Fig. 4.4.1: Reference Operation/Power of Components and total Power (Pt) and Energy (Wt ) versus time; Bo = 3.25 T, I = 1.6 MA, Single NullOperation. The reference case of TableP II, (page 7) yields larger discharge durations 





5. Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating 
5.1 General Remarks 
The ICPH system for P.,SDEX UG will be subject 
separate application for preferential support to 






ICRH shall be applied to ASDEX UG at the 2nd harmonie 
frequency of hydrogen jn the range between 80 end 1~0 MHz 
w i t h ('I tot a 1 po we r 0 f ]? M W f 0 r 1 C sec ( see sec t • ? • ? LI ) • 
Although ICRH hes been successfully applied in recent years 
in the MW power range at several experiments, long-time 
heating ~~ this power level and within this frequency range 
cal1 s for further (leve1 opmpnt, nt least in the case of PF 
generators and ?ntennae. 
5.2 RF Generators 
Long-pul se PF g pner a to r s wi th MW powe r 1 evel sand wi th a 
tunable frequency range between RO and 12r MHz have not been 
built up to now. Furthpr developrnent will be necessary, 
mainly because the output power of available tetrodes 
decreases in this frequency range caused by the screen grid 
load and because parasitic oscillations are a problem 
especially for tunable generators. 
Fxperience with the jndustrial gE-nerator clevelopment for 
ASDEX ~nd W VII will be helpful, first test resuJts being 
available in late 198? These l.~ MlAl gener?tors will be 
tunable, in principle, b ... twE'pl'1 <('I 2nd U~ MHz (the outFut 
power being decreased 2bove Be MHz), but only tested nt l? 
fixed frequencies. This shoulc be 2 possible concept for 
TlSDEX UG too. 
It is intenderl to invitp industry to study contracts in 
order to check the rossibflities to increase the output 
power of tet.rodes in the re0.uired frequf'ncy r('nge. 'T'his 
would be of large e~onomic?] fnterpst, since the valve takes 
onlyabaut 10 ~ of the generator cost but deternines its 
pOvler and thpreby the number of parallel generators 
reauired. 
The two PF generators for fSDEX / V wrI can be applied to 
ASDEX-U PGR}\['IF. 
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ASDEX UG too within their F<:lrc>meter ] imits. 
5.3 .}\.ntenn~e 
Th€' cl eVFl opment 0 f an tenn<'"!? fo r } ong-pul se he<'l ti ng 2t "'1'1
' power ]~vEls is th~ ~pin JCRP task of thc next ye?rs. Four 
Furopean groups in Fruss~ls, Culham, FontenpY-fux-Roses and 
Garching are working in this field emd <'fE" in contact \Vith 
each other. The first ~w antenn?e dpsigned for pulse 1engths 
of few seconds will be operational in TEXTOR in ]9A~ and in 
~~DEX in 19P4; cooled PSDEX ~ntennae for 10 S' and ?ntennae 
for JET \-lill fo]]ow. The ClntennC'e fOf /'I,~nEX lJG will fit in 
this deve10pment work and ~xperience with other experiments 
will be used. 
Up to now, pre1iminary c?1~u1ations and 2 very rough 
design h2lS bepn worked out in or0EOr to dem()nstrate the 
proposed device's c?pahility to ?ccommodate an antenne of 
suitable performancp. }\ folded (JET-type) 2nd pn AFDEX-like 
ontenna have heen taken into Account. The space rpouired 
being Jarger for an /'ISDEX-type antenno, this one has been 
wo r k e dOll tin mo r e· d eta i ] . 
The electrical design Is b2sed upon 2-dimensionp' pl?sma 
ontenna coupling calculations 111 whose results (specific 
inductivity, c2racity and rE'sistivity) are used to model the 
dependenc€s in the 3rd dimension by transmission line 
theory. The model for the plasma antenne coupling 
calculations is shown in Fig. ~.J. The distances plasma 
antenne 2nd Faraday screen central connuctor are 
compromises in ordEr not to Interrupt the energy flow to the 
divertor still al10wing a goDe coupling, and in order to 
adjust both the voltage in the antenne ann in the feeding 
system pt moderate levels. 
For a radiC'lted power of ] MW At 100 MHz an(l c; ?C..o.. 
freding line the folJowing char?cteristic antenn2 data were 
fo uno: 
s pec. i nd uc t i vi t Y 
s pe c. c a pEl c i t y 
spee. resistivity 
flntenna length 





(l • 2 ~ .n. 1 cm 
~o ~I'1 
r.77 
] 2. ~ k V 
3. ] 
The frequency dependence of thc Elntenna's input imped~nce 
1S shown in Fig. ~. 2. 
The total JCRH antenne system for ~SDFY UG will bc 
conposed of r single antennas arranged a10ng the toroid?1 
direction of the outer circumference of the experiment. EflCh 
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cntenna consists of two identical dipoles above and below 
the pxperirnent's rnidplane and fed by opposite phases. 
Supposing as above, apower rcdiating capability of J MW for 
one dipol, the total arrangern~nt should be able to transmit 
a total HF power to the p18sma of p ..... t: ~ ]~ MW 
The present conc~ption of the basic constructive set-up 
of a single antenna is shown in Fig. 5.~. The antenna is now 
shapeo to m~tch best the particular plasma shape of the 
single null operfition. J\n antenna shape which is ;=.t 
compromise for the two operation modes will be looked for. 
Th~ feeding configur~tion is conditioned by the total 
poloia?1 geometry of the experiment and m?y suggest the use 
of antennflB of the folrlPG dipol type (like JET). 
Calculations for the electrical design of such an antenna 
are being carriecl out. 
Screening thp energy flux to the antennae ~carri~d by 
charged particles a10ng the fjeld lines, the guard limiters 
~re exposed to ? thermal 108d1ng of up to 50 ••• 100 W/cm 
rpquiring ~ctive eooljng meesures. Plasma radiation, 
remaining partic]e flux 2nd HF losses may lead in the 
Faraday screen to a power dissipation of the order of 30 
W/cm • Since activF eooling may turn out as too cornplicated 
and pure radiation cooling must be relied on, temperatures 
of the FBraday screen of up to 350 C rnust be coped with. 
[(pf.: 
/1/ fl~. Soell: Proc. ?rd Joint Varf'nna-GrE"noble Jnt. Symp., 
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Fig.):3 Schematic Vlew of an IeRH antenna for ASDEX UG 
(single nulloperation) 
1 central conductor 
2 return conductor 
3 Faraday screen 
4 antenna limiter 
5 coaxial feeder 
G support 
7 antenna casing 
8 separatrix 
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h. The Periphery of th~ Tokam?k Syst~m 
~.] Buildfng and Padj~tion Fhieldinq 
AFDEX ue is envisaged to be located in the southern part 
o f J pp I sex pe r im e n t ha 1 I L F. Th e tot a 1 f! r e a Cl v Cl i ] Cl bl eis 
approximetely 1500 m2 • ~ithin the rectangu]ar radiation 
shield ~ro meare planned to accomrnodatp the" tok?mak system. 
The useful height of the hall is Je m at present. This will 
be increased to ]3 m by lowering the floor. 
". 
The dimensions of the radiation shield have not yet been 
finally determined. For shielding the X-rays, a concrete 
wall of 1 m thickness is sufficient. In the CBse of D-D 
operation ct maximum parameters, both Cl wall and Cl ceiling, 
each 2.) m thick, also made of concrete, will be necessary. 
The foundations of thp tokamak system and the radiation 
shield will be integrated into a plane floor plete. This 
plate will ~lso bear the supporting structure of the 
diagnostics platform. Oscillation damping will be taken care 
of by Cl special design. 
On t h e are a 0 f J 50 0 m 2. me n t ion e d abo v e , t he f oll 0 \v i n 9 
installations have to be accommodated besides the experiment 
itself: monitoring and control facilities, diagnostics, 
computers, cooling systems and switch gears. 
The time estimated to perform the modifications of the 
experiment hall is ~ to h months. The work can be carried 
out without disturbing the operation of ASDEX which is 
situated some sn m away from the future ~SDEX UG experiment. 
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7. ~ccompanyinq Theoretical Programme 
To milke maKimum tlse of ASDEX UG results for extrapolation 
to NET ~nd other future reactor designs, models and 
numerical codes for their interpretation heve to be 
developed. Earlyavailability of these theoretical tools 
will also help to apply the experience gained on ASDEX to an 
optimized design of the detaiJ ed geometry of the divertor 
region of ~SDEX UG, to thc selrction of the necessary 
diagnostic methods and to the l~yout of the experimental 
prog ramme. 
Following the principaJ eims of ASDEX UG, the emphasis of 
this work is on undrrst?ndjng end mor.elling the. Bcti?n of 
divertors 2nd pump limiters. Powever, also in three other 
points the outcome of these combined theoretical and 
experimental studies i5 expected to drtermine the ASPEX UG 
programme. They concern the physical problems of 
heliuM pumping 
ceep hydrogen refuel] lng 
current drivE', 
and thus the possible need for helium injection, pellet 
injection and lower hybrid fquipment. 
7.] Divertor and Pump Limiter ~odelling 
Jl.im of our dEvelopment work in this cHE?B is the 
capahility for a two-0imensional description of the hydrogen 
2nd impuritYP]flsmA Gynamics in the· scr?pp-off, 1 inked to 
transport models for ~hp bulk pl?sma, and to the correct 
boundary condition on tprget pletes or walls. This plasmA 
model has to he complemented hy a Monte rerlo code for the 
neLTtr?~. dyn2mics of hydrog€>n c:no impurity atoms i'lnd 
mo]ecu]es, whi~h - heceusp of the geometry (e.g. of thp 
pumping fucts) ~nd the l?ck of th~ homoqenizinq pff~ct of 
th~ mBg~eti~ ffeld - has to allow even for threp (limensiona] 
vAri,,·tiol"'s. 
In thc folJo\\dng v/e fjrst givE' i'l brief survf'Y of the 
cocps prpsentl y i"lvd] c:bJ e to us fthrolJgh Olr,," d('v('lopMPnt 
work, cr es contributed from other ]pboratories) end of 
their princip]p 2~hievements to d2te, to be fol]owed hy en 
outlinp of our future (levelopment work. 
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Pl~sm2 boundcry mooelling codes av?il~ble at IPP: 
(2) I-D electrostatic f'l,onte ('arlo code: soh'es e] ectron and 
hydrogen ion single p8rticle equatiors of motion in 
given, homogeneous magnetic field of arbitrary 
orientrtion .and in electric fields computed 
self-consistently fro~ Poisson's ecuAtion. 
~chipvements: clarifieation of structure of 
electrostatic sheath in front of Mceterial walls for 
oblique incidence of field lines, ineluding pffects of 
secondary eleetron emission. Pesulting angular and 
energy distribution for hydrogen ions have also been 
used for evC'!] uation of expeeted, ilveraged sputtering 
yiel d. 'fhe mode] WAS al so appl ieo to stucly dynamics in 
a collision-free ionization zone in front of walls. 
(bl I-D fluid Model for plasma dynamies par~llcl -to B: 
solves continuity, momentum and separate electron and 
ion ene rgy equa ti ons i nel ud j ng fi n He e lee tron ane ion 
heat conductivity and neutral-plasma interaction terms 
(ionization, CX enerqy and momentum exchange, radiation 
and dissociation energy losses) • 
Achievements: explanation of low Mach number flow and 
large parallel temperature gradfents observed in ASDEX. 
(In combination with Cl strongly simplified medel for 
the neutral particle household of the divertor) : 
prediction of three regimes of divertor recycling 
inc1uding the so-cal1!:'d energy flow I imited regimE' 
elso found in experim€,nts. 
(c) l-D multi-:fluid monE'1 for impurity 
to field lines: The continuity end 
are solved for the frictionel flow 
t ranspo rt 
1"10mentum 
of the 
pi'! r 181 
equations 
different 
ionizCltion stagE's of an impurity in the hydrogen-plasm2 
background computed by the code dcscribed above. ~lso 
included are ionization and recombination, the effects 
of the thermoelectric end the ambipolar acceleration 
fields Clnd the thermal forces arising from the electron 
and ion temperature gradients of the background plssma. 
~chievements: Out] ine the role of impurity hydrogen 
ion friction in determining the impClct energy of 
impurity ions 8t the target pletes. Quantitative 
assessment of the conditions for formation of 
self-sputtering impurity avalanch~s, teking into 
eccouht the difference in ionization stete at the 
eJectrostatic sheath entrance between impurities 
diffusing out of the bulk plasma end those produced by 
sputtering ~t the target. pletes. Demonstrate the 
importance of the thermal forces onto impurities 
arising from temperature gradients of the background 
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plasm~ for the impurity fJow in the scrape-off. 
(d) Bi\LDUR-coae (devElopeo by PPPL) for the pJ?sma 
transport perpendicuJar to the flux surfaces, extended 
by us through inclusion of plasma-wall interaction 
models end finite rate des~ription of the impurity 
ionization stages. 
" 
Achievements at IPP: Clarific?tion of necessary 
radi~tion conditions for formation of a protective 
lClyer in the outf"r plasma lC1yer. 
impossibility of pro~ucing such r?diation 
low-Z impurities in fusion p12smas (even 




(12) 2-D model for hydroqen-pl?sm? dynamics in the 
serape-off If.'yer. P('lr~lJeJ plasma flow and t?nergy 
transport as in model (b) combined with perpendicul~r 
p?rticle diffusion and (·lectron fmd' ion' heat 
conduction. 
StAtuS: Comparison test runs with similar code - though 
independently developed and differently implemented 
by P. Praams, showinq gooo ?greement. 
(f) DFGAS - ~ two or three-c.im€nsional Monte Car]o code for 
t h e d yn ami c s 0 f neu t r a] in 01 e c u 1 es a nd a tom s ( Cl e v € 1 0 pe d 
hy PPPL) inc1uding the inter~ction with walls 2nd with 
a given pJe<sm2. 
Ptatus at TPP: Thc ~SPEX divertor geometry has been set 
up in the code and stano-alont? calculations for the 
hydrogen an~ helium qClS dynamics in the target chamber 
have been carried out for pre-set p]esme conditions. 
Plenned extensions: 
CE) Comhined. neutral p~rticle pI Clsna scr2pe-off 
eClleu]ptions. 'rhf' Clvcd10blp ]-D ser?pe-off plasma codE"' 
(,Clse (b) of prE'vious section) \-li11 be combined with 
DEG~~. ImMediate pim is the quantitative simulation of 
the "~PFX serapp-off dynfnics, usinq reclundcncies in 
the i"vailphle pxperinental information (neutral 
pressurp measurements and serape-off dFnsity end 
tempnrature mr2s~rpments at different positions alonq 
the field 1i"ps) to cctennlne ?Iso unknown W?lJ 
pr 0 pr-: r t i c' s • 
(h) Fxt .. nsion of thc /-~ pJpsffi2 ser~pe-off pl2.sm? model. ~t 
present ealculetions are don~ in ? reetClngle; the COdE 
will he eonverted to thc true serape-off geometry. 
Fund?T'1('ntal th00fptic,] work is neeoe(1 to clerify thf' 
connection bctweer ~nonF]ous diffusion coefficients 2nd 
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the compon~nts of the elEctrica} conrlurtivity tensor, 
ClS \'11':'1 1 PS th? npf"Cl of conc:urrf'nt so1ution of an 
pauation for thr t~o-dinrnsionB] current dj~trjbutjon 
in tho scr?pe-off. 
? r lMpurity tr?nsForr 1'10(11"]. E:{t'pnsion of the 
f i n i t p rAt p i i m r l) r i t Y t r ? n ~ po r t m 0 (l (1 s t 0 E' 
situ?tion 2rp p'2nn~~ to stu~y inpurity tr~nsport 
the sCfRpe-off ?nrl p]so in certain situations in 
bulk plasma, whrre two-~imrnsjonel pffects ar~ to 
f"xpected (P.q. impurity in;t'·ctior: experiments 
ne-utri'll in:ic-ction - indllCf'd CX reconbinatior:). 







Inv€stigfltions spurren by thp INTOR study hClVE' shown this 
to bE ? cruci;;l 2no fAr from trivjal proh] e-m. '. Bpsid&Cs the 
obvious particulerity , th?t in Cl fusion reactor helium will 
have a source in the center, the lACk of chargE exchang€, 
the high ionizBtion energy, and its relative]y low m2SS 
combine to mcke its recycling beh2viour different from both 
that of any other inpurity and of hydrogf:n. Monte Carlo 
calculations with the DFG~F code indicate that these 
differences will playa much more decisive role in an oppn 
divertor c?se than i~ ? geometry like ASDEX, where thf 
smallness of thc entrancc sIfts alone ensures aJrc2cly a high 
hel ium compression ratio. Recent invt'stig?tions of thf> 
i m pu ri t Y d yn end c s i!1 t res c r? pf: - 0 f f h ~ V e, f ur t her m 0 r f>, 5 h 0 ~m 
th~t in addition to the friction force excrted hy thc 
hynrogen plAsmp flow, thermal forces arising fron 
temperature gradients C2n hpvr? compar~tive and opposing 
effect, retarding thpreby the helium ion flow into thc 
pumpi ng chamher. 
These theoretical results underline thc necessity of 
quantitative experiments on ~FDEX ue to form 2 basis for 
j\;E'J'. Tht-' principc31 problem in any re12ted pxperimE':nt 
consists in dFtermining thc helium ion content in the bulk 
plasma. Furthrr studies will have to show, whether this 
number can be determined with sufficient accuracy from 
global balances and MeBsurements of the neutral helium 
pressures, whether the he] i um behaviour can be simulated by 
using the better niagnoseablE neor., whether significant 
information about ~ -particle transport could be derived 
from th€' injection of fast neutral heliun atoms, ane to whet 
extent special diagnostic methods need to be developed. 
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7.? Pellet Refuelling 
Even for on)y modest rerluction of the hydrogpn recycling 
rate below J, plasrn? d~nsity profilps an~ - in a reactor 
the ratio bet ween hyd rog en to hel i um pr E'ssur e :i n the pumpi ng 
chamber cen be significantly affected by depositing part of 
the refuell:ing fluxndPPp in the p]esm~. 
PelJet refuelling would ~lso be Cl necessary for a 
low-dpnsity, high-temperature 5crape-6ff layer regime, which 
is presently con5idpr~d less prornising than the high density 
pl2sma boundary. In this 21ternative regime, most of the 
particles diffusing out of the bulk plasma are nssumed to be 
trapped in the target chAmber end ultim~tely pumppd. In 
combinatior. with dpep refuel] Ing of the hydrogen, it is thus 
hoped to suppress CX sputtering, and to reouce - for a given 
plasma densfty - the absolute magnitude of the particle flux 
that has to be pumped. 
Pellet injection might finally also be Cl powerful method 
to extend the presently observed density ] jmit in tokamaks, 
in CRse this turns out to be linked to the recycling fluxes 
in the boundary zone or in Any other way to thF plasma 
bound?ry 0ensity: kpeptng the lötter parameters constant, 
pell et refue}} Ing woulr1 a11o\<! to rC\ise thE' pe?k flnd ("verage 
plasmA denslties. 
It is presently not ~ecl0Pc whether Bny of these 
?rgllrn€'nts wt]] finCl1Jy l('ec~ to the use of pellf't injectors 
in a rp?ctor, ~]thOllqh most of the b~npficial effects could 
alre?dy bp obtained with A f8irly shAllow penetration depth 
of pellets, which only npeds to bE' r2ised by a significant 
factor over the gas-puff refuelJing length. ~ stil] open 
cuestion is also whether pellet ablation results in 
effective in situ ionization of the ablated atoms, or gives 
rise to a signific?nt fr~ction o~ fast CX neutrals. In the 
]atter casp, suppression of CY sputtering would obviously 
require a df>eper pellet penetration. 
~r.option of pellet injectior. on ~SDEX UG end selection of 
injector paramEters thus still drpends on rpsu1ts of further 
exrerimpntal ?nd thForetic2l work. Fxperiments are 
proceeding on A~D~X; on the theoretical side the P~LDUR 
transport code has hpen pxtpn~Ff to allow an arbitrary 
fr;'!ction of the ?h12ter~ hynroqe'n i'ltoms to bE' störtrd r.'S 
nputrt>ls. 
Pe1]E't inlFction h?s also shovm to oe c< polt!crful tool for 
activF rlasma diagnostics. 
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'.t Curr~nt nrjv~ 
Non in~uctiv0 currpnt ~rivF, consi~rrcf to hr pssentia] 
for €xten~ing the tokampk rF?ctor puJs~ l~ngth hpyond the 
J000 Sf'C r3ncH', VJ1JJ hF sturlieil 2Jrr.~?(lyon ,7I·f'PFY anG Tr'RF-?, 
usinq ]ower hyhri~ vavrs. Most of thp hrsie physics issues 
eurr~ntly unfer invrstiq~tion (crigin ?no paramFtPr 
dep~nnFnre of t~e ohsFrvFn density limit; exp12n?tion for 
the 'fi1Jjng up' of the electron distribution in the region 
below the nominal phase velocity of the injf'ctp(l lower 
hybrjd v/ave) wi.1J presuJ'l'li"'bJy nEO e]arifiH' by the timE' of 
coming into operation of l',f='DEX !JG. 
(lE-nsity 1 imit, 
reporten ?t 
However, even be]ow the 
current drive effieieneies as 





f9 ] n 
71e R 
[m. k • s .,,] 
whieh, after insE",rtion of the nomine!l INTOR values, woulc 
predict R eontinuous LH power reguirement of nearly FOD MW. 
Thp presentJy most reclistir. scen0rios therefore involve 
a e ye 1 i e v 2 r i Cl t ion in t h e p 1 ? sm c: d f' n s i t y , \v i t h t hel 0"''' 
density phase userl to ~riv(> the pl?sm? eurrent hy LA a q 
~ j n s t ?n extern~l]y Rpplied elcetric fjeld. This is, 
of ~ourse, equiva]pnt to ? re-chArging cf the r'R transformer 
eoil (util lzing ?lso of that pClrt of the storClble flux whieh 
during the first eyelp i5 reollirec1 to cover the induetivF 
flux consumption of the plasmp), which e?n suhsequently bp 
llsec for a eonventional, inrluetivf' (lriv€ of the pl?sma 
eurrent in the operation density phase. {As the dependence 
on plasma rlensity is eommon 2150 to other current drive 
methods (e.g. N.I.), sllch seenflrios, possibJy involving also 
eyelie v?riations in the Zerr are of guite universal 
interest.) 
Fasie requirements on the tokam2k system for a 
the principle of such seen2rios afS Cl very 
duration at somelllhat reduef'd parf'mE"'ters, an(! the 
fcr cyelic density variAtion as inherent in 
cICvice. 
prooE of 
] ong pul se 
capab i 1 i ty 
? divertor 
FVClluation of the ahov~ expression for the effieieney 
shows th2t Cl LA power of approxiM?tely ? M~ should suffie€' 
to drive Cl p12sm? eurre~t of PO~ k~ pven for densities up to 
? x 1 r J9 1"'"3 • This eurrent \-.'ou1d correspond (2t 0 =?) to ('1 
m2gnetic fie]d reouireMPnt of ].~ T, ane 2}l three 
p?ramE'ters (r.eAtina pO'lt,rer, pl,-::,sm2 eurrpnt end Et ) Are 
consistent with r.r. orpr~tton of the ~fDEX UG tok8m~k 
system. 
}\SPP-X-t! PGR" DE 
Furthpr details, particulr.r]y of the 
system, will derend, of course, on the 
exper iments on }\~,DE), r.n~ e] sewhere, and 
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P. ~urvpy of Diagnostics 
The surv('y of diagnostics as giv(lo belo\<! served up to now 
exelusively two purposes: firstly to ajust the tokam~k 
system design to diagnostic needs and secondly to activate 
possible support by other experienced laboratories for 
development and application of special diagnostics on l\SDEX 
UG. 
The ~iagnostics for lSDEX UG can be divided into two 
eategories: 
- investigation of the bu]k plasma; 
investigation of the boundary layer and divertor region. 
" 
l\ survey over both areas is given by the following two 
tabJes. Nearly all diagnostic methods are weIl proven, 
although som€ of them need development or adjustment to be 
appl ied in l\SDEX UG. The tokamak system, in particular the 
vacuu~ vessel, has been designed compatible with the 
requirements of these diagnostics. This is indicated by 
denoting the loeation of the single diagnostic method in the 
tabJes. (Names of the ports see Fig. P.l.) As an example the 
arrangements of Thomson scattering for measurement of Te 
and n - profiles are shown in Figs. P.2 and 8.3. 
e 
The total amount of data which have to be acquired and 
handled for the ouotecl diaanostic amounts to In M bytes per 
cl ischarge (:i.e. 5 x J ('\ b r~al numbers). 
The diagnostics enumerated below is sufficient and 
capable in order to investigate the physical problems and 
aims of A~DEX UG. 
A5DEX-UPGRADE 
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Table I: Plasma bulk diagnostics (~) 
(larger deve]opment required yes = Y, no = N) 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IQuantity to IDiagnostics Location 
1 be men sured I" 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 






IA :?ILoop Voltage IvoJtage Joops . I 
Inner Wa 11 
of the vacuum 
vessel 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
11\ ~I~HD acti- IsmalJ probes 
I Ivities I 
+--+--------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IA 51Electron lwicrowave in- N' inner wall of thel 
I Icensity Iterferometry I vöcuum vessel I 
IA ~I IFIR inter- Y 1 7 (EO/EU+DO/DU) I 
I I I ferometry 1 I 
lA 71 I Thomson Y I 13 (DO/DU+EO/EU, P) 1 
I Iscattering 1 1 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IA 71Electron IThomson N 
1 Itemperature IscBttering 
1 A 8 I 1 E L FC 'I'R ON C Y - N 3 A 
I I Ic]otron emissionl 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+---------------~---+ 
PI.. Silen tempera- !charge exchange I Y 1 1 (GO + A) 
1 Itature !neutrals I I 
+---+ 
IA] 0 1 
I I 
+---+ 
I"'. ] ] 1 
1 p, J 2 I 
+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IVUV-/ soft X-ray!N/YI 9 (A + CO) 
Ispectroscopy I 1 
+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
! , I 
Ineutron diagI". 1 N I outside of torusl 
+---+-------------+----------------+----+------------------+ 
1".131 total radi- Ibolometer I Y 1 5 (P + ce + CU) 1 
1 1 ation ! camf'ras I I I 
+---+ +----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IA]41 Isoft x-ray I Y I 





lhAre x-ri'lY I N I 1] 1\ 
Iretectors I I 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
I~,](,!gross over- IphotogrAphic 1\J 2 (ce + CU) 
I Iview Idiagnostic 
+---+ 
IA}71 
I (v i s i b 1 e r eg ion) I 
+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
! IP-TV C?lT1er2 I N I :1 (cr + C LJ) 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
A SDE X -tJ PGRP-, DE 
I"JAI t.ransport oflp~l1et injr-ctionl Y I 




Ild <? I e ne r 9 y d E" po - I F IR co 1] E' C t i v e I Y 7 ( " + C tJ ) I 
I Isition ano tThomson sC0tter-1 I 
I Iltransport I (fluctuCltions) I 
, . 
+---+ +----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IA2J I ImicroWrwe I N I inner wall of the I 
1 , 'scClttering I' vacuum vessel I 
+---+-------- ---+- -------------+---+-------------------+ 
Tab1e IIi Diagnostics for boundary and ~ivprtor region (F) 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
I IOuantity to IDiagnostics Location 
I Imeasured I 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------~------~----+ 
IE llelectron den-I Langmui r Y fast moving 
1 Isity & tempo lprobes 
18 21 Imicrowi'lve inter-I N inside vac uum 
I I Iferometry I vessel 
jE 31 IThomson scatte- 1 13 (Co/Cu) 
1 I IRING I SEE ALSO A ..., I 
JE 41 Ilithium beam I y 
I , Idiagnostics 1 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IB Slion tempe- Icharge exchangf' I NI 111 (Co+Cu) ! 
I Irature Ineutrals 1 I 11 (Co+Cu) 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IEt=;Iimpurityatomslspectroscopy I N I J5 Cu 





Ileser f1 uoresc. I Y I 9 (Bo/Fo I 
I spec troscopy" 1 I + Cu) I 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IR Plneutral hy- lspectroscopy of IN' I 






I E 51 
I 1 
+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
lfluorescence/ab-I Y 7 Co 
1 Clbsorption of I 3 (Eo+Eu) 
I Lyo< /Hcx I 
+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
I Cha rg e exchang e I I 
Ineutrals I 1 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IBJOldivert.plateslthermography IN! 3 A 
I !heat shield 1 , 
+---+ 




Ithermo coup1ps IN! mounted on 








1 y I 13 (FU) 
I , 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
181?lplasm~-wal] !wall probes I N I inner wall of I 
I linterAction' 1 , vacuum vessel 1 
+---+ +----------------+---+-------------------+ 
I' 1 I 






I remov?ble parts 1 Y I 13 Fo 
lof divert.platesl I 
+---+-------------+----------------+---+-------------------+ 
IR]~lgas pressure Ipressure probes! N 1 no separate 





Iqu~nrupole m~ss 1 N I no separate 
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o Control, Datn ~cauisition ~nd Data Handling 
The control and safety system of the tokamak m~chine ~nd 
C"omponents shal 1 bf' ?S d i fPct C\nc redundant as possi bl P. end 
with the least inter]ink~ge with thp o?ta processing system. 
Diegnostic data reauired for (fFe~hpck) C"ontrol shall be fed 
into two channels, one serving thE" control input, the other 
the oet8 acouisition system. The control 2nd safety concept 
ShAll be conceptual]y work~d out by an experienced 
incustri~l conpany. 
'Th e d 2 t 0 A C q u i s i t ion 1'1 n rl 
designed by the IPP computer 
from ASDPX and V VII. It has 
handlinq system is presently 
centre supported by experts 
to handle up to Ir Mbytes from 
.. .. 
30 c1iagnostics for p(';ch r1isC"h?rgf'. The present concept 
f 0 res e (' ses sen t i Cl I 1 Y Cl tv/o - s tag e s ys t e m • Th e f i r s t s t CI g (, 
located At the experimpnt provides P?rh diagnostic with 
adequClte proc€ssing mo(~ul€s (f'.g. Cl'Ml>C Crf:tes) for data 
reception, ordering, rrduction Clnd ~valuation by minor 
comFut2tions. F21ch module- 1S equipped l,Jith adequate 
computing facility , terminal 2nd cisp!ay, 0nd eventually 
with p]otting f~ci]ity. Limited storagr will also be 
proviot'c. 
~Jl raw d?ta ?rF transfprrc~ hy f?st tr~nsfer ]jnes to 
the computer centre (spconc1 stagE), where the det?· are 
OrdFr(~, store~ 2nd Fv?lURted hy ]~rqpr programmes and 
fiJe~, the n?40rity within the ~ to Ir ~in interva]s between 
rliscrf\rqf'~. For this purposP? pO\-JerfuJ computer (Siemens 
7.PPO) is availFhle. 
Fach termin?] at PAch di?gnos~jc pracessinq morlule 8110ws 
to comrnunicate with thp 10c~1 computC'r RS we]] as with the 
centrA] computer. Timing, triggerinq 2nd eIl necessary 
contral f inrl udinq 2utoM?tic contro], h2S to bE' provided 
thpre. Fach diaanostic procpssjna module should be capab]p 
of warkina indeFenoently fron any other diegnostic module or 
any other computer, And Fvrntually indrpendently from the 
tokamAk orer~tion. 
('r.F sllffici r nt1 y simr' (' {'nd ,,:0]] (locur.-;entc0 soft"IClrE: 
system s~?11 hf rrovi~rd which ~pplips to F~ch procrssing 
mo:~t:l€: ;::ne ]oer,1 conrutccr i1S weIl PS to the c€'ntra] 
C'onput0r. ~hr ~i1t2filr system has certeinly to caver 2]] 
c}i2qnostjr settin0S, ti!'1inq ?ne g2lHJF faC"tors. 
